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IN THE MATTER OF

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION

DISMISSAL ORDER, ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF
SECTION 2(d) OF THE CLAYTON ACT AND SECTION 5 OF THE FEDERAL

TRADE COMMISSION ACT

Ducket 9114. Complaint, July 7978-Final Order, June , 1984

This order dismisses the Commission s complaint charging a Detroit, Mich. motor
vehicle manufacturer with allegedly violating the Robinson-Patman Act and Sec-
tion 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act by failing to make promotional allow-
ances available on proportionally equal terms to all competing rental and leasing
firms. In its opinion, the Commission noted that "in light of the Commission
public interest mandate " the Commission and the courts must be careful "not to
expand the ambit of legislation beyond that set forth by Congress" and the Com-
mission will therefore "eschew efiorts to broaden application of the Robinson-
Patman Act beyond that established by law.

Appf.arances

For the Commission: Renee S. Henning.

For the respondent: Frederick Rowe, Kirkland Ellis Washington

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission , having reason to believe that re-
spondent , General Motors Corporation (hereinafter referred to as
GM), has violated and is now violating the provisions of Section 2(d)
of the Clayton Act, as amended (15 U. C. 13), and of Section 5 ofthe
Federal Trade Commission Act , as amended (15 U. C. 45), and that
a proceeding by it in respect thereof is in the public interest, hereby
issues its complaint charging as follows:

PARAGRAPH 1. GM is a corporation organized, existing and doing
business under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its principal
olIce and place of business located at 3044 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan.

PAR. 2. GM is the largest manufacturer of automobiles in the Unit-
ed States. In 1977 , GM sold approximately 6.6 milion automobiles,
trucks and coaches in the United States. During 1977 , GM' s net sales
exceeded $54 961 000 000. GM's net income during 1977 exceeded

337 000 000.
PAR. 3. In the course and conduct of its business , GM has been and
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is now engaged in commerce , as ucommerce" is defined in the Clayton
Act, as amended, and GM's methods of competition are and have been
in or affecting commerce as "commerce" is defined in the Federal
Trade Commission Act, as amended. (2J

The acts and practices herein described in connection with GM'
offers and grants of advertising allowances and other expenses (here-
inafter collectively referred to as agreements) are and have been in
commerce, as "commerce" is defined in the Clayton Act, as amended,
and are now and have been in or affecting commerce as the term
commerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commission Act, as

amended.
PAR. 4. GM sells its automobiles and trucks (hereinafter referred to

as vehicles J to dealers which , in turn , sell the vehicles to rental and
leruing companies (hereinafter referred to as GM customers). As more
particularly described herein , GM deals directly with GM customers
in administering its agreements in connection with the sale of its
vehicles.

PAR. 5. In the course and conduct of its business , GM has paid or
contracted for the payment of something of value to or for the benefit
of some of its GM customers, as compensation or in consideration for
services or facilities furnished or agreed to be furnished by or through
such GM customers in connection with the distribution of vehicles
sold by GM. GM has not made or offered to make such payments for
services or facilities available on proportionally equal terms to all of
its other GM customers competing with such favored GM customers.

For instance, GM has engaged in agreements with certain GM
customers , including but not limited to, National Car Rental System
Inc. , whereby payments have been made for advertisements linking
vehicles sold by GM with the vehicles offered for rent or lease by GM
customers to the val ue and benefit of said customers. Typical are
advertisements placed by National Car Rental System , Inc. , which
include phrases such as: "We feature General Motor Cars." Payments
for these agreements have been made by GM to GM's customers , or
their agents. GM has not otlered to pay, has not paid or otherwise
made payments available on proportionally equal terms to all of its
GM customers competing with the favored GM customers. (3J

COUN'l'

Alleging violation of Section 2(d) of the Clayton Act , as amended.
PAR. 6. The allegations of Paragraphs One through Five are incor-

porated by reference herein as if fully set forth verbatim.
PAR. 7. The acts and practices of respondent , as alleged above , are

in violation of subsection (d) of Section 2 ofthe Clayton Act, as amend-
ed (15 C. 13).
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COUNT 11

Alleging violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act, as amended.

PAR. 8. The allegations of Paragraphs One through Five are incor-
porated hy reference herein as if fully set forth verbatim.

PAR. 9. The aforesaid acts and practices of respondent GM violate
the policy of Section 2(d) of the Clayton Act, as amended; all to the
prejudice ofthe public; have the tendency and effect of preventing and
hindering competition and may tend to create a monopoly in the
vehicle rental or leasing businesses; and constitute unfair methods of
competition in commerce and unfair acts or practices in or affecting
commerce, within the intent and meaning and in violation of Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended (15 U.s.C. 45).

INITIAL DECISION BY

JAMES P. TIMONV , ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

SEPTEMBER 29 , 1983

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT

By Complaint issued on July 19 , 1978, respondent General Motors
GM") is charged with violation of Section 2(d) of the Robinson-

Patman amendment to the Clayton Act, 15 U. C. 13(d), and Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 45.

The Complaint alleges that GM sells automobiles and trucks to
dealers which , in turn , sell the vehicles to rental and leasing compa-
nies , and that GM deals directly with rental and leasing companies
in administering its advertising agreements in connection with the
sale of its vehicles. (Complaint , n 4)

The Complaint also alleges that GM has paid some rental and
leasing companies for advertising furnished by such companies in
connection with the distribution of vehicles sold by GM, and that GM
has not made such payments available on proportionally equal terms
to all other competing rental and leasing companies. (ld. n 5) As an
example, the Complaint alleges that GM has entered into advertising
agreements with National Car Rental System, Inc. , whereby GM pays
for advertisements placed by that firm which include phrases such as:
We Feature General Motors cars. (ld.
In Count I , the Complaint alleges that GM's acts and practices

violate Section 2(d) of the Clayton Act. In Count II , the Complaint
alleges that the same acts and practices violate Section 5 of the FTC
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Act, in that they allegedly (a) violate the policy of Section 2(d) of the
Clayton Act, to the prejudice ofthe public; (b) have the tendency and
eflect of preventing and hindering competition and may tend to create
a monopoly in the vehicle rental or leasing businesses; and (c) consti-
tute unfair methods of competition in commerce and unfair acts or
practices in or affecting commerce. (Jd. Count II

In its Answer fied on August 17 , 1978, GM generally denies the
various allegations of the Complaint. The Answer affrmatively al-
leges that: (a) to support the retail sales efforts of GM dealers in
offering GM vehicles to the new car consuming public , GM purchases
advertising from many sources and media, occasionally including
rental and leasing companies or systems which promote and feature
GM products in their advertising, (b) GM does not purchase, nor is it
obligated to purchase , advertising from all media or other potential
suppliers of advertising, (c) rental and leasing firms are engaged in
the business of offering a service to their customers which includes
the opportunity for potential new car customers to "test drive" GM
products , (d) there is no connection between GM's purchases of adver-
tising and the rental and leasing (2) companies ' purchase of GM or
other vehicles from independent franchised GM dealers, and (e) GM'
purchases of advertising are a lawful , procompetitive activity. (An-
swer , n 5)

The Answer affrmatively alleges that GM's purchases of advertis-
ing have benefited competition within the automobile industry and
within the rental and leasing industry and have benefited consumers
of both new cars sold by dealers and of services offered by rental and
leasing companies. (Jd. n 9) The Answer also affrmatively alleges
that the Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted because inter alia (a) rental and leasing companies are not
customers of General Motors , (b) the advertising purchased by Gener-
al Motors is not purchased in connection with the sale or resale of any
product or commodity, and (c) rental and leasing companies do not
resell any products or commodities , but rather provide a service to
their customers. (Jd. n 10)1

On April 28 , 1980 , the parties signed a consent agreement propos-
ing to settle the proceedings. By order dated May 23 , 1980, the consent
agreement was certified to the Commission , which in turn withdrew
the matter from adjudication pending its consideration of the
proposed settlement. The consent agreement was ultimately not ap-
proved, and by Commission order dated March 12 , 1982 , the matter
was returned to adjudication. By order dated March 17 , 1982 , the

) The An wer asserts additional two affrmative defenses: discrimimltory enforcement and violation of the terms
ofa protective order entered in In re Herlz Corp. Docket ;.o. 9033- (Answer Ill) GM elerted to waive its protective
order violation defense at hearing. (tr J519-21) The other affrmative defense wil he dismissed as a matter oflaw.
FTC v. Uniuer.,rl-Ru"dle Corp. 387 U.S. 244 (1967); Moug Indus. u. FT 355 US 411 413 (1958)
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proceeding was assigned to me for hearing because of my predeces-

sor s retirement.
On April 21 , 1982 , I adopted a stipulation by which, complaint

counsel abandoned any claim that GM' s acts and practices in issue
caused any injury to competition. In the Stipulation , complaint coun-
sel agreed that "they wil not pursue the third of their general theo-
ries of violation of Section' 5 the Section 5 injury theory." (Stip.

n 7) Specifically, the abandoned theory was that the GM acts and
practices covered by the Complaint allegedly "constitute a violation
of Section 5 because of their effect on competition. " (Stip. , n 1(c)) Based
on complaint counsel's decision to drop their Section 5 injury theory,
the parties agreed that "(nJeither the effects on competition nor the
lack of effects on competition of the GM acts and practices covered by
the (3) complaint are in issue in this case" and that " ( eJvidence regard-
ing the competitive effects, as well as evidence regarding the lack of
competitive eflects, of these GM acts and practices is irrelevant and
inadmissible and , therefore , will not be offered in this case by com-
plaint counselor GM. (Id. nn 5, 6)

With the adoption of the Stipulation, complaint counsel's theories
of violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act are as follows:

(a) That the GM acts and practices covered by the complaint violate
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act because they consti-
tute a violation of Section 2(d) of the Clayton Act.

(b) That these GM acts and practices also violate the spirit of Sec-
tion 2(d) and , thereby, violate Section 5. Under this theory, Section 5
would fill gaps , if any, in the proof of the Section 2(d) violation. (Stip.
ur)
On September 14, 1982 , less than three weeks before the trial was

scheduled to commence , complaint counsel fied a motion for sum-
mary decision. By order dated October 4 , 1982 , complaint counsel'
motion was denied as tardy. As required by Rule 3.24(a)(5) of the
Commission s Rules of Practice, an order specifying facts that appear
without substantial controversy was entered on October 8 , 1982.

Trial commenced on October 5 1982 in Washington, D.C. and con-
-eJuded there on November 15 , 1982. Complaint counsel called 13
witnesses; GM called three. Additional testimony was received from
four other Commission witnesses by deposition, affdavit and inter-
rogatories. The record includes 3 177 transcript pages and 485 exhib-

its, many muJti-paged. On April 18, 1983 , the parties fied proposed
findings and post-hearing briefs. On June 24 , 1983 , the parties fied
reply findings and briefs.

The parties were directed to prepare document lists in accordance
with the Commission s guidelines in General Motors Corp. 99 F.
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464 , 555 n. 1 (1982). The parties complied and those lists were admit-
ted as exhibits CX IA-Z-30, CX 2A- , and RX 144A- , and the
record was closed on August 15 , 1983.

Any motions not specifically ruled upon , either directly or by the
necessary effect ofthe conclusions in this decision, are hereby denied.
The findings of facts made herein are based on a review of the entire
record and upon consideration of the demeanor of the witnesses who
gave testimony in the proceeding. (4)

The findings of fact include references to supporting evidentiary
items in the record. Such references are intended to serve as guides
to the testimony and exhibits supporting the findings of fact. They do
not necessarily represent complete summaries of the evidence sup-
porting each finding.

Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in references to the record of
this proceeding:

- Transcript page and line number, sometimes preceded
by witness ' name

- Complaint counsel's exhibit , followed by its number and
in some cases pages

- Respondent's exhibit, followed by its number and in
some cases pagesf. - Finding, followed by its numberff. - Findings

RAD-Supp- Respondent's response to request for admissions, dated
August 23 , 1982 , followed by a reference to a numbered
paragraph.

- General Motors Corporation

- General Motors Acceptance Corporation

- automobile and/or truck

- Avis Rent- Car System , Inc.
- Budget Rent- Car Corporation

- Hertz Corporation

- National Car Rental System , Inc.

Definitions

tr.

GMAC
car
Avis
Budget
Hertz
National

a. Fleet is a new car customer registering at least ten new vehicles
annually, and includes commercial companies, political subdivisions,
and rental and leasing firms. (Vader tr. 3018 , Vader CX 7780Z-1O;
McClintock tr. Il38 , 1242) (5)

b. Leasing transaction is the lease ofa car to a customer for a period
of six months or longer, normally ranging from twenty-one to thirty-
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six months for automobiles to over five years for trucks. (CX 7777-
Z-38; Oshry tr. 1903-14; CX 7743D)

c. Rental transaction is the rental ofa car to a customer for a period
ranging from one day to six months. (CX 7777Z-11 , Z-38; Nevel tr.
1032-33; CX 7743D)

d. Favored rental and leasing firms use GM cars and receive more
advertising payments per car from GM pursuant to an advertising
agreement than their competitors.

e. Disfavored rental and leasing firms use GM cars but receive
either no advertising payments from GM or less than their competi-
tors pursuant to an advertising agreement. (6)

1. FINDINGS OF FACT

A. General Motors

1. General Motors ("GM") is a Delaware corporation , with its princi-
pal offce and place of business located at 3044 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit, Michigan. (Complaint, n 1; Answer , n 1)

2. GM is the largest manufacturer of cars in the United States.
During 1977 , GM sold 6. 7 milion cars and trucks in the United States
and had net sales of $54.9 bilion and net income of $3.3 billion.
(Complaint, n 2 , Answer, n 2)

3. GM sells its new cars and trucks to franchised dealers who sell
them to consumers, including rental and leasing firms. (Complaint, n
, Answer, n 4)
4. GM is engaged in interstate commerce and is acting in the course

of such commerce. (Order Specifying Facts, dated October 8 , 1982)

B. GM and Franchised Dealers

5. GM has franchise contracts with new car retail dealers. These
franchise contracts are called sales and service agreements. (McClin-
tock tr. 1209)

6. In 1983 , GM has franchise sales and service agreements with
about 12 000 dealers. (McClintock tr. 1199)

7. GM has five car divisions: Chevrolet, Buick, Oldsmobile , Pontiac
and Cadillac. (CX 7741B; CX 7758C) Some dealers have franchise
agreements with a single GM division. Others have franchise agree-
ments with two or more divisions. (McClintock tr. 1201- , 1206-
Quick tr. 1455)

8. The sales and service agreement permits a dealer to purchase and
resell to consumers the products of a GM division at a particular
location , and to use that division s mark. (McClintock tr. 1210) In
return , the agreement requires the dealer to sell new cars manufac-
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tured by the division, to carry and sell replacement parts for those
cars , and to operate a service department for repair and maintenance
of those cars. (McClintock tr. 1213, 1216-17; Quick tr. 1405-6, 1457)

9. GM franchised dealers are independent businessmen. (Quick tr.
1462; McClintock tr. 1213 , 1221; Uliano tr. 2450) They are not owned
or controlled by GM. (Quick tr. 1408) (7)

10. Other lines of business in which a franchised dealer may become
involved commonly include the rental and leasing of cars, as well as
sales of competing makes of new cars (e.

g., 

Datsun or Saab), operation
of a used car lot, operation of a body shop for the repair of wreck
damage, financing or insurance. (McClintock tr. 1213-16; Quick tr.
1406-7 , 1409).

11. Franchised dealers may participate in car rental and leasing
businesses through common ownership, a separate subsidiary, or a
department or division of the dealership. (E.g., McDougal CX 3244Z-
16 - separately incorporated rental and leasing operations; A very CX
22I9A- , RX IE - one-third ownership interest in a rental business
run as a division ofthe dealership as well as a leasing business owned
by the dealership and run as a division; Quick tr. 1370-73 1406-7
- rental and leasing division or department)

12. Most franchised dealers who operate a car rental business re-
strict their operation to Hshop or service rentals " providing substi
tute transportation to a person whose own car is being repaired in the
dealership s service department. (Vader tr. 3015-16; Vader CX 7780Z
11; Avery RX 1C)
13. In 1979 , of 10 369 GM dealers , there were 6 912 leasing cars.

There were 4 957 GM dealers who ran their leasing operation as a
department ofthe dealership rather than as a separate business enti-
ty. (CX 7778M, F)

14. In 1979 , there were 4 995 GM dealers renting cars. There were
194 dealers who ran their rental operation as a department of the

dealership. There were 3 081 GM dealers engaged in shop rentals
only, 267 in public rentals only and 1 647 in both shop and public
rentals. There were 578 GM dealers who were members of a daily
rental system such as National , Avis , Hertz or Budget. (CX 7778F)

C. Distribution of GM Cars

1. Orders for Cars

15. GM franchised dealers submit orders to GM for new GM cars
on an ongoing basis. (McClintock tr. I221 22) New GM cars are only
built to a dealer s order, with the exception of cars that GM uses itself
or sells to the federal government or the Red Cross. (Brazill tr. 2763)

16. Dealer orders for new GM cars are either "stock orders" or "sold
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orders. " A stock order is one where the dealer is purchasing the car
for his new car inventory for subsequent retail sale. A sold order is
one where the dealer is buying the car for resale to a consumer with
whom he has negotiated a contract of saJe. (McClintock tr. 1221-22)
(8)

17. Upon receipt of a deaJer order, GM forwards it to the assembly
plant for production. (McClintock tr. 1222) Once built , a new GM car
is shipped to the ordering deaJer s premises or to a location he desig-
nates. (McCJintock tr. 1226)

18. At the time of shipment , GM receives payment from the deaJer
for the new car, and ownership and titJe to the car is transferred from
GM to the dealer, either by certificate of origin or biU of sale. (McCJin-
tock tr. 1227-31)

2. Prices of New Cars

19. The "dealer invoice price" is the amount a franchised dealer
pays GM for the new car upon shipment. (McCJintock tr. 1253; Ash-
baugh tr. 999-1000; Brazil tr. 2725) The dealer invoice price is the
same for aU dealers for the same make, model and equipment at any
given time. (McClintock tr. 1254; Brazil tr. 2732; Uliano tr. 2463)

20. IncJuded in the dealer invoice price is a smaU amount (from 1 
to 3%), caUed a "holdback " that is later paid to the dealer on a
periodic basis that he selects. This amount is "held back" and credited
to the dealer s account with GM so as to provide the deaJer with a
contingency reserve fund in the event of an unexpected financial
emergency. (Brazil tr. 2725-26; Ashbaugh tr. 999-1000)

21. Federal law, 15 U. C. 1231-1233, requires aU automobile
manufacturers to post a manufacturer s suggested retail price
("MSRP") on the window of a new car. (McCJintock tr. 1254; CX
7751 W , Vader CX 7780Z-17-18) The deaJer and the consumer fre-
quently agree on a price different from the MSRP. (McClintock tr.
1254-55)

22. On occasion , GM ofTers "price protection " agreeing that the

price of a car to the dealer wil not be increased between the time the
deaJer enters into the contract of sale with his customer and the time
the car is deJivered to the deaJer. (Vader tr. 3047; Vader CX 7780Z-
114-15; Ashbaugh tr. 991)

23. State law in some jurisdictions requires that automobile manu-
facturers oner price protection to their franchised deaJers. (E.

g., 

CaJ.
Veh. Code Section 11713.3(h) (West 1982); Mich. Stat. Ann. Section
19.856(34)(d) (CaUaghan 1982); Minn. Stat. Ann. Section 80E.13(d)
(West 1983))

24. On occasion , GM also offers "price assurance," agreeing that, as
to a new modeJ car , the price to the deaJer wiU not exceed the price
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for the prior year s model plus a certain percentage. (Vader tr. 304&-
51) (9)

25. The price and other terms at which a consumer purchases a new
GM car from a franchised dealer are negotiated between the consum-
er and the selling franchised dealer. (McClintock tr. 1221; Quick tr.
141G-11; CX 7735F)

3. Delivery of Cars

26. Upon its arrival from the factory at the dealership or other
dealer-designated location , a new GM car is inspected and conditioned
by the dealer or his authorized representative. Thereafter, delivery of
the car is made to the consumer. (McClintock tr. 1261-62; Brazil tr.
2711)

27. GM usually delivers new cars ordered by its franchised dealers
to their dealership premises. (McClintock tr. 1226; Brazil tr. 2724-25;
Uliano tr. 2455) However , at a franchised dealer s request, a new car
may be delivered to another location designated by the dealer pursu-
ant to GM's drop shipment policy. (McClintock tr. 1226 , 1260-7)

28. GM franchised dealers may request drop shipment of new cars
from GM where the dealer has agreed to deliver the cars directly to
the fleet user. Either the selling dealer or another franchised dealer
receives the cars and completes the inspection and conditioning at the
fleet user s location. (CX 7774A- , G, I)

D. Dealers Rent and Lease Cars

1. GM Encouragement

29. The GM Dealer Sales and Service Agreement has a standard
agreement for all five GM car divisions providing that it is the respon-
sibility of the dealer to:

Fulfill the transportation needs of customers on an active ctive and competitive
basis , by Dealer s direct sales of new Motor Vehicles and the rental and leasing orMoLor
Vehicles through rental and leasing operations conducted by Dealer pursuant to the
provisions of. this Section.

(CX 778IQ, E; McClintock tr. 1209; see alsoCX 7777Z-19 , CX 77818- T)
30. In 1975 , there were more than 300 GM dealers that were Nation-

allicensees. (CX 4062-1; Uliano , tr. 2366-67; CX 4037A , F- , Q; CX
4035D) (10)

31. Some A vis licensees are GM dealers. (CX 2065-1 - Brad Smith
Chevrolet serving Crested Butte , Gunnison , Montrose, and Telluride
Colorado , tr. 826-27; CX 7778M)
32. In 1972, sixty-three Budget licensees were GM dealers. (CX

2211 T; CX 2220Z-97 - Belzberg)
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33. Some Dollar Rent- Car outlets are GM dealers. (CX 2715

, pp.

3-, 14 , 1)

2. Genway Corporation

34. The Dealer Division of Genway Corporation ("Genway ) pro-
vides financial and insurance services to GM dealers. It has about 500
GM dealers licensed, with at least one dealer in every state and about
half of them in the northeast quadrant of the country. (CX 3244N , P)

35. Genway buys cars from a GM dealer and leases the cars back
to the same dealer, who then rents or leases the cars to the public. (CX
3244 T)

36. As of June 30 , 1982 , there were 13 540 vehicles leased under the
Genway logo. (CX 3244V)

37. Genway provides GM dealers with financing for the cars, insur-
ance , financial management and control information, and with ex-
perienced field personnel to help the dealer in the rental and leasing
business. (CX 3244S)

38. GM dealers pay $1250 for a Genway lease and rental license.
(CX 3244W)

39. Genway finances the purchase of vehicles from GM dealers with
money borrowed from GMAC. (CX 3244Z-3)

40. The GM dealers in the Genway network purchase cars directly
from GM. (CX 3244Z, Z-1; McClintock tr. 1153- , 1211-12) For
financing purposes , the Genway GM dealers later transfer title to
some of the cars already being used in their rental and lease fleets to
Genway. They lease these cars back immediately for their rental and
lease fleets, without ever giving Genway physical possession of the
cars. Typically, by the time Genway purchases the car for immediate
leaseback, the car has already been leased out by the dealer to a
customer and is in the customer s hands. (CX 3244Z-0-3 , 2-32 -
McDougal; CX 3238K)

41. Genway and its Chevway Division had advertising agreements
with GM during the period 1973 to 1980. Under these agreements,
GM reimbursed , among other things, 50% of the cost (11) of local
yellow page telephone directory listings appearing under the name
CHEVW A Y" and including the names of local Chevrolet dealers.
(CX 3243A)

E. CM's Connection with Fleet Sales

1. Prices

42. GM provides its dealers with price lists showing the dealer
invoice price , the MSRP, and the price of optional equipment.
(McClintock tr. 1257-58)
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43. Rental and leasing firms sometimes receive these current price
sheets for GM cars from a GM division. (Ashbaugh tr. 869-70; Uliano
tr. 2407-D8)

44. GM representatives sometimes discuss with rental and leasing
firms prices at which they can get cars from GM dealers. (Uliano tr.
2407-D8; Kiefler 2265-69)

45. GM representatives sometimes suggest to a rental and leasing
firm a dealer to buy cars from. (Kiefler 2265-69)

46. A GM factory representative has advised Trans Rent- Car of
potential price increases. (Furman tr. 1613-14)

47. GM fleet representatives tell rental and leasing firms when GM
is offering free air-conditioners to its dealers that wil reduce the
price. (Kom tr. 2120-21; Kiefler tr. 2261-62)

48. In 1982 , GM mailed fleet buyers an itemized list of the MSRP
of various options , such as tilt steering wheels and tinted windows.
GM wrote these fleet buyers that their "savings" per car under the
program would be $200. (CX 5227Y; CX 7510-1 ("$400 savings

49. In 1981 , GM notified Colonial Car Lease Inc. , that guaranteed
interest rate financing will be offered for fleet orders on certain GM
models, ifthe orders are received prior to that model's announcement
date. (CX 751OC)

50. GM provides cash bonuses to fleets for fleet orders received by
a certain date. GM writes rental and leasing firms directly to notify
them ofthis fleet order program and tells them to contact its GM fleet
account personnel if they have any questions. (CX 4109F; CX 751OB)

51. When GM oflers a price assurance program for aU orders re-
ceived prior to offcial announcement of the prices on the new cars
GM notifies rental and leasing firms by letter. For example , in 1982
GM promised Colonial Car Lease in a letter that 1983 prices of certain
GM models would be no higher than (12) they were on June 14 , 1982
for orders received prior to the offcial price announcement date , and
no higher than June 14 prices plus 2% on other models. (CX 75IO-I)

2. Advertising

52. GM advertises its cars in national publications such as News-
week and People using MSRP. (CX 7766D-F; CX 7751Z-)

53. GM sometimes advertises price comparisons based on dealer
invoice prices. In a 1982 GM Business Week advertisement aimed at
fleets, GM stated that "with Chevrolet Celebrity based on dealer in-
voice costs of higher priced nameplate versions of similar fleet-
equipped front-wheel-drive cars , the price is up to $504 less. " The
advertisement asks: "Why should Celebrity be on your selector list?
Multiply $500 times your number of fleet cars. " (CX 7766C)

54. Automotive Fleet magazine is aimed at rental and leasing firms
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and other fleet operators. (McClintock tr. 1241--2; CX 7734A , Q, Z53-
54) GM advertises its prices in Automotive Fleet. (CX 7734K-L) ("Con-
sider the advantages of a low-cost , low scheduled maintenance fleet
car: Chevette . . . . Chevy Chevette 4-door is the lowest priced 4-oor
hatch-back in America!" (CX 7734L)

55. GM advertises its cash bonuses to consumers publicly through
advertisements in The Wall Street Journal, Time, Business Week and
other publications. (CX 7728E-F, CX 7766A-

3. Sales Contacts

56. GM' s new model year begins in September or later. (CX 4109B
E; CX 751OC, I; Brazil tr. 2666-67) During the summer preceding the
model year, GM contacts fleets directly, encouraging them to place
their orders. (CX 2220Z84 - Belzberg; CX 5701; CX 4109)

57. In April or May, GM dealers begin placing their own orders with
GM for cars with a September introduction date. In June, the dealers
begin taking orders from fleets and other accounts and submitting
them to GM. (Brazil tr. 2666-68, 2721-22)

58. Rental and leasing firms such as Colonial Car Rental, Budget
and Sun Auto Rentals typically order new model GM cars months in
advance of delivery. (Uliano tr. 2460-62; Kom tr. 2134; CX 2220Z-80-
81 - Belzberg)

59. When rental and leasing firms such as National and Thrifty
Rent- Car System go to purchase GM cars, the starting point for
discussion is the GM factory invoice price. (Uliano tr. 2369-71; CX
5300Z-67-68Z-10 - Stemmons; Vader tr. 3047--9) (13)

60. Rental and leasing firms such as National, Thrifty Rent- Car
System , and Sun Auto Rentals frequently buy GM cars at a price
based on an agreed amount above the dealer s invoice price, without
knowing what the invoice price is. (Kom tr. 2134 , 2130-31; CX 5300Z-
67-68 - Stemmons; CX 2220Z-80-81 - Belzberg; Uliano tr. 2369-71)

61. In purchasing a GM car , most rental and leasing firms agree to
pay the factory invoice price plus a markup which usually is $50 or
less. (Furman tr. 1636-39 , 1625; CX 5300Z-11 - Stemmons)

62. Under the Price Protection Program , GM notifies rental and
leasing firms , as well as G M dealers, that there wil be price protec-
tion for all cars ordered and delivered by specified dates. GM tells the
rental and leasing firms that when they take delivery of the car six
months later, they wil pay the price at which they ordered the car.
(CX 2220Z-84-85; Uliano tr. 2460-61; Brazil tr. 2775-76) GM "want
(sl to make sure that all customers are aware of those programs.
(Brazil tr. 2775-76)

63. GM' s announcement of price assurance is sent both to the deaJer
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and to the dealer s rental and leasing firm customer. (Uliano tr. 2456-
57; CX 75IG-I)

64. GM has some rebate programs and some bonus programs that
involve only fleet customers. (Brazil tr. 2769; CX 4109F; CX 7770A;
CX 7771B) For example, in 1981 , GM had bonus programs for fleets.
Cars transferred or delivered to the dealers ' rental and leasing depart-
ments were eligible for the bonus. (CX 7770C; CX 7771- , Y; CX
7773P-

65. GM writes directly to rental and leasing firms to inform them
of the amount of the GM bonus or allowance they wil receive if they
place an order for a GM car. (CX 4109F; CX 751OA- , I)

66. GM sends bonuses, rebates , and allowances directly to fleet
purchasers of GM cars. GM sends these purchasers a check for the
money. (CX 22I9G-D - Avery; CX 7728N; CX 7728P)

67. Prior to the beginning ofa model year , GM has new model shows
for its franchised dealers , the media, fleet users and the general pub-
Jic, at which its new cars are displayed and information regarding the
models and equipment to be offered is made available. (McClintock tr.
1283-86; Reiter tr. 1821; Korn tr. 2134-35) (14)
68. Among product information literature , GM distributes a booklet

called the Fleet Buyer s Guide. This booklet contains information on
new models , standard and optional equipment, colors and trim selec-
tions. (Brazil tr. 2669; Reiter tr. 1823; Korn tr. 2136) The booklet does
not contain any pricing information. (Reiter tr. 1823)

69. In support ofthe sales efforts on the franchised dealers, GM field
personnel act as "goodwill ambassadors" who promote GM cars.
(Korn tr. 2127-28; Brazil tr. 2669-70; Ashbaugh tr. 961-64; Kieffer
tr. 2260; Uliano tr. 2373) These factory representatives also provide
assistance to franchised dealers in solving delivery, warranty and
related problems encountered by consumers. (Berg CX 7779Z-1O;
Nevel tr. 1070; Korn tr. 2127- , 214G-1; Ashbaugh tr. 873; Brazil
tr. 2669-70; Ashbaugh tr. 961-64; Kiefter tr. 2260; Uliano tr. 2373)

70. Certain GM factory representatives work with franchised deal-
ers to address the "special needs " of fleet users. These representatives
explain the technical specifications of GM products and equipment.
(Brazill tr. 2654-58) At times, a GM representative and a GM dealer
make ajoint call during which the rental and leasing firm negotiates
car purchases with the dealer. (Uliano tr. 2372 , 2421 , 2408-9; Ash-
baugh tr. 868-9)

71. GM on occasion offers rebates on new GM cars. (Vader tr. 3045)
Rebates are paid to franchised dealers, who may retain them or pass
them on to their customers. (Vader tr. 3091) GM also has offered and
paid rebates to consumers , including fleet users. (Vader tr. 309G-91;
CX 7771B-
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72. During the 1983 model year , GM offered an early order incen-
tive program of providing free air-conditioners in sales to fleet users.
Under this program , GM agreed not to charge its dealers for air-
conditioners on cars they ordered by a certain date for their sales to
fleet users. (Brazil tr. 2794-95; Vader tr. 3078; Kieffer tr. 2261-62)

73. Another program directed at fleet sales is the fleet distance
delivery program. Under this program , GM pays a GM franchised
dealer a $50 delivery allowance on his sales to large fleet users where
the selling dealer is required to arrange for another dealer to make
delivery of the car to the sellng dealer s customer. This program
helps compensate the delivering dealer for the car for receiving, in-
specting, conditioning and delivering the car to the fleet consumer.
(CX 7775)

74. In the late 1960' , GM offered buy-back and guaranteed value
programs for its dealers ' sales to fleet users. (Vader tr. 3045 , 3087-88;
Brazil tr. 2772 , CX 7736C) GM has not had any similar fleet plans
since the late 1960's. (Brazil tr. 2772) (15)

75. Under the guaranteed value program 2 GM agreed with the
dealers to guarantee a minimum used car value for the car when
retired from rental and leasing service. Under the buy-back program
GM agreed to buy a used GM car after it was retired from fleet service.
(Brazill tr. 2772; Vader tr. 308&-9)

76. GM notifies fleet buyers directly about various incentives for
fleet orders. These incentives are free equipment or equipment at a
reduced price for rental and leasing firms. (CX 751OC , I; CX 4109E;
CX 5227Y; Brazil tr. 2769; Kieffer tr. 2261-62)

4. Servicing GM Cars

77. GM franchised dealers perform service on GM cars they sell to
consumers. (Brazil tr. 2798; Furman tr. 1638)

78. GM extends a limited warranty to consumers of GM products
including fleet users. (Brazill tr. 2713)

79. GM's warranty covers the repair or replacement of defective
parts on the consumer s car during the first 12 months or 12 000 miles

of use. (CX 7744H; Ashbaugh tr. 963)
80. Ordinarily, the consumer takes the GM car to a GM franchised

dealer for the performance of warranty service. (Brazill tr. 2713; Ulia-
no tr. 2428-29; Ashbaugh tr. 963) However, under a GM in-shop war-
ranty program fleet users who have qualified service personnel and
facilities that meet certain inspection standards are permitted to
service their own cars rather than bringing them to a dealer. (Brazill
tr. 2774)

Cadilac , whose cars are sometimes used by rental and leasing firms , offered a guaranteed value program
during the model year 1982 to rental firms- (CX 2220Z-150-! - Ee17.berg)
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81. Federal law imposes recall obligations on all automobile manu-
facturers which, when applicable , require the manufacturer to notify
the consumer to bring his car in for inspection and possible adjust-
ment by a dealer. (See 15 U. C. 1381 et seg. (esp. Sections 1411-1420)

5. GMAC

82. General Motors Acceptance Corporation C'GMAC" ) is a wholly-
owned GM subsidiary. (Vader tr. 3057) GMAC is managed separately
from GM, operates separate facilities , employs (16) separate person-
nel and makes its own independent business decisions. (Vader tr.
3053; 3064)

83. GMAC offers credit and financial services. Such services consist
wholesale financing, retail financing," and Hdealer loans. " (CX

7750G- , K; Vader tr. 3057-58)
84. Under its wholesale financing plans, GMAC offers a service to

GM dealers which enables them to stock products for sale at retail.
(CX 7750G) Franchised dealers are not required to finance their pur-
chases of new GM cars through GMAC. Many dealers finance such
purchases themselves or through other lending institutions , includ-
ing banks. (Vader tr. 3058; CX 3057-58; CX 7750G)

85. GMAC provides wholesale financing. Under its wholesale fi-
nancing plans, GMAC finances more than 80% of the new vehicles
shipped from GM factories to GM dealers. (CX 7750G) In some juris-
dictions , GMAC is the only source of financing for GM dealers. (CX
7750HJ

86. GMAC also provides retail financing. In 1979 , GMAC financed
almost 24% ofthe new vehicles delivered by GM dealers. (CX 7750-I)

87. GMAC purchases an installment contract from a franchised
dealer, after the dealer sells a car to a customer. GMAC is not a party
to the transaction between the dealer and his customer. (CX 7749G;
CX 7750-1)

F. Rental and Leasing Firms

88. Estimates of the number of firms engaged in the rental and
leasing of automobiles to the general public vary. According to the
federal government' s census data, in 1977 , there were 4 236 establish-

ments primarily engaged in the car rental and leasing business , with
annual receipts totallng nearly $3.2 billion. (RX 58-I) According to
RL. Polk data 3 in 1978, there were 8 927 car rental and leasing firms

registering ten or more new vehicles annually. (RX 134; Vader tr.
3020-21) (17)

3 The RL. Polk & Company tracks and reports data on new vehicles registered by fleet users. RL Polk obtains

sueh registration dat" from motor vehicle departments oHhe various states. It then compiles and reporLG the data

to iw subscribers , which include GM (Vader ir 3017- 19; Crawford tr. 2519)
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1. Service Business

89. Rental firm witnesses all testified that they are engaged in a
service business. (Ashbaugh tr. 876; Nevel tr. 1093; Quick tr. 1445;
Furman tr. 1648; Reiter tr. 1860; Kieffer tr. 2317; Epplen tr. 2091;
Korn tr. 2178; Belzberg CX 2220Z-122; Stemmons CX 5300Y; Avery
RX I-

90. Leasing firm witnesses testified that they are engaged in a
service business. (Nevel tr. 1085; Quick tr. 1445; Avery RX ID)

91. The Standard Industrial Classification ("SIC") Manual , pub-
lished by the federal government's Offce of Management and Budget
classified automotive rental and leasing establishments as Industry
No. 7512 under the "Services" division (RX 55E , P-Q), which includes
hotels and other lodging places, establishments providing personal
business, repair and amusement services, and health , legal, engineer-
ing and other professional services. (RX 55P)

92. In its 1977 Census of Service Industries , the federal government
classified automotive rental and leasing firms as service establish-
ments. (RX 58G, I)

93. The federal government classified automobile dealers in the
Retail Trade" division in the SIC manual , (RX 55M-N), which in-

cludes the " (bJuying of goods for resale to the consumer. " (RX 55M)

2. Rental Firms

94. The transportation service that rental firms offer includes: pro-
viding a well-maintained , safe and clean car for driving use; offering
on-airport convenience , one-way rentals, reservation systems, and
prompt check-ins and check-outs; honoring various credit card and
corporate billing account procedures; extending rate and insurance
options; having 24-hour operations and pick-up, delivery and repair
services; and offering difIerent models and sizes of cars to suit the
renter. (Kieffer tr.2317-19; Stemmons CX 5300Y-Z-; Belzberg CX
2200Z-122-26)

95. Some rental firms feature current model year cars in their
fleets. (Belzberg tr. 1541; Avery RXIG) Other firms rent older, non-
current model year cars. (RX 14; RX 27; Korn tr. 2168)

96. Many rental firms maintain fleets which include a mix of model
sizes to meet a range of customer preferences. (Stemmons CX 5300Z-
3; CX 1614C) A few firms emphasize the (18) availability for rental of
special types of vehicles, such as luxury cars, jeeps , high gas mileage
rating cars , compact cars or vans. (Nevel tr. 1096; RX 13B; RX lOQ-
CX 7506Z-165 , Z-I68)

97. Some rental firms offer one-way rentals , allowing the customer
to rent a car at one location and return it to another. (Stemmons 
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5300Z-2-3; CX 3588D-E) Others do not. (Korn tr. 2177; Nevel tr. 1099;
Quick tr. 1429-30)

98. Some rental firms maintain a toll-free 800 telephone number for
their customers ' use in making reservations. (Korn tr. 2177; CX
16I4B; Stemmons CX 5300Z-I) Others do not. (Nevel tr. 1099; Korn
tr. 2117)
99. Rental firms vary in the insurance coverage they provide for

their customers. Some firms, for example, offer primary liability cov-
erage to its customers. (Reiter tr. 1853; RX 1614B; Stemmons CX
5300Z-3) Others offer only secondary liability coverage. (Nevel tr.
1097-98) Some firms offer personal injury accident insurance. (CX
16I4B) Others do not. (Korn tr. 2104)

100. Rental firms vary in their hours of operation. Some firms keep
their operations open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. (CX 1614B) Other
firms limit their operations to 9-10 hours a day, 5- days a week.
(Quick tr. 1433-34; Avery RX 1G)

101. Some rental firms maintain computerized reservation systems.
(CX 1614B; Stemmons CX 5300Z-Z-1; Belzberg CX 2220Z-125) Others
do not. (Nevel tr. 1098)

102. Some rental firms provide on-airport convenience. (Uliano tr.
2350-51; RX 70C; Belzberg CX 2220Z-125) Others do not. (Korn tr.
2177-78; Nevel tr. 1099)

103. Some rental firms maintain a single location. (Kieffer tr. 2239)
Other firms maintain locations in only one metropolitan area (Ash-
baugh tr. 841; RX 13B; Nevel tr. 1054), or in a few such areas in a
single state. (Epplen tr. 206 4; Korn tr. 216 4) Some maintain
locations on a multi-state, regional basis. (Reiter tr. 1765-6; RX
1614E; RX 107-I) Others maintain locations on a nationwide or world-
wide basis and can provide rental service to their customers almost
anywhere they travel. (Uliano tr. 2359; RX 72C; Belzberg tr. 1474)

104. Some rental firms have special reservation clubs, which enable
them to maintain customer information on fie so as to permit prompt
preparation of the rental contract. (Belzberg CX 2220Z- 122) Other
firms do not. (Nevel tr. 1098)

105. Some rental firms require a minimum multi-day rental period.
(Korn tr. 2100; RX 44B) Others impose no such rental period restric-
tions. (RX 82; CX 1614C) (19)

106. Some rental firms offer special services that are unique to the
area they serve. For example, I.R.A. Car Rental offers its customers
instant rental on-airport service " which permits the customer to

avoid the inconveniences and delays often involved in airport car
rental. (Kieffer tr. 2279-80; RX 4 5-I) Under this service, LR.A. pre-
pares the customer s rental contract in advance and has a rental car
waiting for him at the airport terminal door when his flight arrives
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with the motor running and

, "

cool in the summer and hot in the
winter. " (Kieffer tr. 2249- , 2279-80; RX 45I) No other rental firm
in LR.A.'s area provides a similar service. (Kieffer tr. 228)

a. Rates

107. The rates charged by rental firms for their transportation
service vary substantially among firms. (Ashbaugh tr. 936; Reiter tr.
1837)

108. Examples ofthe rate differences among rental firms operating
in the same vicinity include:

(a) In Denver, Hi-Country Rental charged rates that were lower
than National's whose were lower than Avis ' and Hertz s. (Epplen tr.
2082)

(b) In Minneapolis, LR.A. Car Rental' s commercial account rates
are 10 to 15 percent lower than those ofIered by Hertz, and its over-
the-counter rates are about 40 percent lower than Hertz s. (Kieffer tr.
2257-59)

(c) In Houston , Ashbaugh Auto Rental Service offers rates that are
lower than the national rental firms. (Ashbaugh tr. 936)

(d) At its airport locations around the country, Ajax Rent-a-Car
charged rates that were up to 40 percent lower than Hertz s, Avis ' and
National's. (CX 804; CX 809)

109. Rental firms may charge different rates for renting identical
makes and models in the same vicinity at the same time. Thus , in late
December 1974 in Florida, Hertz charged $119 per week for renting
a Chevrolet Vega, while Atlantic Rent-a-Car charged $54 per week for
the same model. (CX 1611A) In late 1978 in California, Hertz charged
$41.95 for a one-day, 100- (20) mile rental ofa Buick Regal , while Ajax
charged $19.90 for the same rental on the same model (CX 4305C);
and , Aero Rent-a-Car charged $15.95 for a one-day, IOO-mile rental
of a Ford Fiesta , while Aztec Rent- Car charged $9.99 for the same
rental on the same model. (CX 4305D , N) In early 1979 in Florida , A vis

charged $16.95 per day for renting a Chevrolet Chevette, while Grey-
hound Rent-a-Car charged $13 per day for the same model. (CX 2065Z
-42)

110. A rental firm also may charge different rates to difIerent
customers for renting identical makes and models. National , Hertz
and A vis , for example , negotiate with customers and their rates may
vary among customers. (Uliano tr. 2364- , 2463-64)

b. Customers

111. Customers for rental cars vary. Some firms focus on commer-
cial or business travellers. (Kieffer tr. 2248-9; Epplen tr. 2079-80;
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Stemmons CX 5300U; RX 143F) Others do not. (Korn tr. 2165) Some
firms concentrate on obtaining rental business from tourists or vaca-
tion travellers. (Korn tr. 2165; Reiter tr. 1799) Others do not. (Avery
RX IF-G) Some rental firms actively solicit insurance replacement
rental business. (Kieffer tr. 2325; Ashbaugh tr. 932-33; Quick tr. 1390)
Others do not. (Korn tr. 2166; Stemmons CX 5300S-

112. Some firms specialize in local or neighborhood rentals. (Avery
RX IF; Stemmons CX 5300T) Others do not. (Korn tr. 2166-67) Some
firms focus on rental business from hotel concessions. (Never tr. 1092)
Others do not. (Reiter tr. 1834) Some rental firms, such as Rent-a-
Wreck and Ugly Duckling Rent-a-Car , concentrate on obtaining rent-
al business for older used cars at lower rates. (RX 125; RX 126; RX
128) Other firms do not. (Ashbaugh tr. 957; Belzberg CX 2220Z-9;
Stemmons CX 5300T-U) (21)

3. Leasing Firms

113. Leasing firms offer a transportation service, which varies
among firms, but may include: providing a well-maintained, safe and
clean car; extending rate and insurance options; providing mainte-
nance and repair services and the use of a loaner car; arranging for
licensing, pick-up and delivery; making recommendations regarding
suitable cars and appropriate colors and equipment for the lessee
needs; providing computerized cost information and reports to fleet
leases; and offering different models and sizes to suit the lessee. (Osh-
ry tr. 1903-05; 1944; RX 40A-F; Quick tr. 1387-88; Avery RX 1D: RX
2A-F; CX 2076A-F; CX 4405E-N; RX 142C)

114. Some leasing firms operate only locally. (Quick tr. 1387; Nevel
tr. 1086-87) Other leasing firms operate regionally. (McDougal CX
3244L-M) Some firms are engaged in leasing cars nationwide. (Quick
tr. 1389; RX 2B; RX 142C)

115. Some leasing firms lease cars to individuals. (Nevel tr. 1087;

Avery RX ID) Other firms lease cars to businesses. (RX 2A-F) Some
firms lease to both. (CX 2076A-

116. Leasing rates for an identical make and model car may vary
among leasing firms and among a single leasing firm s customers
because of differences in the leasing services, a customer s bargaining
skill , the depreciation anticipated, and the length ofthe lease. (Oshry
tr. 1943-44; Nevel tr. 1059-60; Avery RX 1D)

4. Purchase of New Cars

117. Rental and leasing firms purchase new GM cars from GM
franchised dealers. (Ashbaugh tr. 886, 892; Nevel tr. 1033; Furman tr.
1649; Reiter tr. 1812; Epplen tr. 2077; Oshry tr. 1935-36; Oshry RX
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42B; Uliano tr. 2430 , 2453-55; RX 50; McDougal CX 3244Z-37; Stem-
mons CX 5300Z-9; Belzberg CX 2220Z-132; Vader CX 7780Z-16)

118. The prices and other terms and conditions at which rental and
leasing firms buy new GM cars are negotiated between the purchas-
ing firm and the selling franchised dealer. (KiefIer tr. 2291-92; Nevel
tr. 1106; Reiter tr. 1830-32; Uliano tr. 2430 , 2452; Stemmons CX
5300Z-9; Oshry tr. 1935-36; Oshry RX 42B; Ashbaugh tr. 926)

119. Rental and leasing firms sometimes negotiate with a GM fran-
chised dealer for the purchase of new GM cars which are planned for
the forthcoming model year prior to the time when GM (22) has
announced the prices. (Korn tr. 2134) On those occasions, the rental
and leasing firms and the selling dealers may agree upon a purchase
price that is above or below the yet-to-be-announced dealer invoice
price. (Korn tr. 2131)

120. Rental and leasing firms decide which makes and models to
acquire for their fleets based on a variety offactors: the prices offered
by dealers; operating costs , including depreciation , maintenance and
repair expense; customer preferences; reliability; and resale value.
(Reiter tr. 1825; Stemmons CX 5300Z-13-14; Belzberg CX 2220Z-134;
Berg CX 7779Z-181-82; Oshry tr. 1911-12; CX 7755B)

5. Cars As Assets

121. Rental and leasing firms use automobiles by renting and leas-
ing them to a customer who drives the car on the road. (Ashbaugh tr.
877) Cars used in rental and leasing service accumulate mileage and
sufIer wear and tear. (Ashbaugh tr. 885; Oshry tr. 1956-57)

122. The length of time that rental and leasing firms use cars in

fleet service varies. The record shows the period of time for certain
firms:

(a) All-State Vehicle Leasing-24 to 26 months (Oshry tr. 1903);
(b) Ashbaugh Auto Rental Service-I to 2 years (Ashbaugh Tr. 865);
(c) Budget Rent-a-Car-I2 months (Belzberg CX 2220Z-108);
(d) General Rent-a-Car-14 months (Reiter tr. 1825);
(e) I.R.A. Car Rental-12 to 18 months (Kieffer tr. 2254);
(D Thrifty Rent- Car-l year (Stemmons CX 5300Z-7); and
(g) Trans Rent-a-Car-12 to 18 months (Furman tr. 1650).
123. The mileage that rental and leasing firms accumulate on cars

while in fleet service varies. The record shows the mileage at which
some rental and leasing firms retire their cars (23) from fleet service:

(a) All-State Vehicle Leasing--8 000 to 52 000 miles (Oshry tr.
1903 , 1916);

(b) Ashbaugh Auto Rental Service-17 000 to 24 000 miles (Ash-

baugh tr. 908);
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(c) Budget Rent- Car- 000 miles (Belzberg CX 2220Z-109);
(d) General Rent- Car-somewhere in the mid- 000 range (Reit-

er tr. 18260;

(e) LR.A. Car Rental- 000 to 15 000 miles (Kieffer tr. 2254-55)

(f) Thrifty Rent- Car- 000 miles (Stemmons CX 5300Z-7); and
(g) Trans Rent- Car- 000 to 27 000 miles (Furman tr. 1650).
124. The average useful life of a GM car is about twelve years

ranging from 100 000 to 150 000 miles. (CX 7751N, Nevel tr. 1074;

Ashbaugh tr. 866-67) Rental and leasing firms generally do not fully
use or consume automobiles in their fleets. Ordinarily, cars used in
rental and leasing service are disposed of before their useful life has
expired. (Nevel tr. 1074)

125. Rental and leasing firms consider a variety of factors in deter-
mining when to dispose of a used car out of their fleets. Ashbaugh
Auto Rental Service, for example, looks at car s time in fleet use , its
odometer reading and its current used car market value. (Ashbaugh
tr. 865 , 980) Colonial Car Rental considers the condition of the used
car market and the prevailing market prices for used cars. (Uliano tr.
2431)

126. Cars disposed of out ofthe fleets of rental and leasing firms are
used cars. (Ashbaugh tr. 887; Quick tr. 1436-37; Oshry tr. 1958; Uliano
tr. 2431; Stemmons CX 5300Z-8; Belzberg CX 2220Z-130) (24)

127. Rental and leasing firms dispose of cars out of their fleets at
used car prices. (Ashbaugh tr. 895; Kiefler tr. 2316; Stemmons CX
5300Z-8) The prices such firms receive for their used cars depend on
a variety of factors including the used car market, the individual
condition of the car being sold, and its popularity as a used car.

(Furman tr. 1663; Ashbaugh tr. 967; Reiter tr. 1839; Oshry tr. 1957)
128. Rental and leasing firms use several different distribution

channels to dispose of used cars out of their fleets , including sales
through auto auctions , sales to used car wholesalers, sales to used car
dealers, and sales to the general public. (Nevel tr. 1043-44; RX 68B-

129. Rental and leasing firms occasionally scrap cars from their
fleets when they are wrecked (Kieffer tr. 2316; Ashbaugh tr. 914-15;

RX 5E) Rental and leasing firms occasionally have cars stolen from
their Deets. (Ashbaugh tr. 913-14; RX 5D)

130. Some rental and leasing firms may dispose of used cars out of
their fleets by transferring or selling them to used car lots. Pershing
Auto Leasing, for example, has a used car dealer s license and main-
tains a separate used car lot , which buys and sells used cars , takes
trade-ins , and rehabilitates used cars. (Nevel tr. 1083-85) Pershing
advertises its used cars for sale in the used car classified section ofthe
newspaper, which includes advertisements placed by used car lots and
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private individuals selling their own used automobiles. (RX I5A-
Nevel tr. 1112 , 1114-15)

131. Rental and leasing firms do not sell or resell new GM cars.
(Ashbaugh tr. 887; Furman tr. 1649; Kom tr. 2169; Kieffer tr. 2320;
Oshry tr. 1937; Stemmons CX 5300Z-5; Belzberg CX 2220Z-128)

132. Rental and leasing firms capitalize cars used in rental and
leasing service as assets on their accounting books and records, and
do not treat such cars as inventory held for resale. (Ashbaugh tr. 888
919; RX 6B; Kiefter tr. 2309)

133. Rental and leasing firms enter new cars they acquire for their
fleets on their books and records at the price paid to the selling dealer.
(Kieffer tr. 2311; Oshry tr. 1940) That amount is the initial book value
assigned to the asset. (Ashbaugh tr. 893)

134. Cars are depreciated on rental and leasing firms ' books and
records while the cars are in fleet service. (Kieffer tr. 2310) The de-
preciation taken reduces the book value of the asset. (Ashbaugh tr.
893) (25)

135. The depreciation taken by rental and leasing firms on cars in
fleet service reflects the change in condition and reduction in value
through use in the fleet, the accumulation of mileage and wear and
tear, and the passage of time. (Reiter tr. 1832; Quick tr. 1435-36; RX
69H; RX 70-

136. Rental and leasing firms treat depreciation as one of the ex-
penses or operating costs of their businesses. (Furman tr. 1658; Kieff-
er tr. 2311; Reiter tr. 1833; Kom tr. 2174; RX 69E; RX 70E)

137. When rental and leasing firms dispose of cars out oftheir fleet
for an amount different from the depreciated book value, the firms
adjust the depreciation taken on the cars to reflect either an increase
or a decrease in the depreciation expense. (Kieffer tr. 2312; Furman
tr. 1657; Oshry tr. 1958-59)

138. When the used car is sold for more than its depreciated book
value , the difference reduces the depreciation expense. Conversely, if
the car is sold for less than its depreciated book value , the difference
increases the depreciation expense. (Ashbaugh tr. 894; Reiter tr. 1833;
Oshry tr. 1958-59)

139. In disposing of used cars after taking them out of fleet service
rental and leasing firms do not receive a (Cmarkup " or ((profit" on the
sale , since such cars are typically sold as used cars for substantially
less than the firm paid to acquire them as new cars. (Stemmons CX
5300Z- 9; Furman tr. 1665)

G. Contracts With Customers

140. During the agreed rental or lease period, the rental and leasing
firms retain title to and ownership ofthe car. (Oshry tr. 1947; Oshry
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RX 42D-E; Belzberg CX 22202-126) The agreements used by rental
and leasing firms explicitly recognize the firm s continuing ownership
of the car during the rental period. (RX 3B, n 2; RX 28B, n 1; RX 28D
n 1; RX 43B, n 1; RX 49B, n 1; RX 132B, n 2)

141. The rental and leasing firm s customer must return the car to
the firm at the end ofthe stated time. (Ashbaugh tr. 879-80; RX 3B
n 2; Belzberg CX 22002-127-28; RX 28B, n 1) However , regardless of
the stated time period , the agreements used by rental firms in renting
cars to their customers generally provide that the firm may, in its
discretion , demand (26) that the rented car be returned at a sooner
time and seize the car at any time or place. (Ashbaugh tr. 883-84; RX

, n 6; Kiefer tr. 2339; RX 49B , n 2)
142. The agreements used by rental and leasing firms contain re-

strictions on the customer s temporary use of the car. For example
such agreements may prohibit the renter from using the car: in viola-
tion of any law or for any ilegal purpose; to propel , push or tow any
vehicle , trailer or object; in any race, speed test or contest; for trans-
portation of persons or property for hire; while the odometer is not
functioning properly; while under the influence of intoxicants or nar-
cotics; to instruct an unlicensed driver; or out ofthe state. (KiefTer tr.
2339--0; RX 49B , n 4; RX 3B, II 3; Kom tr. 2177; RX 43B, n 8; RX 28B
n 2; RX 28D , n 2; RX I32B, n 7)

143. Rental and leasing firms recognize in the agreements that
their cars will accumulate mileage and suffer wear and tear during
the rental period. (Ashbaugh tr. 885; RX 3B, 11 2; RX 28B , n 1; RX 28D
11 1; RX 43B , 11 6; RX 49B, n 2; RX 132B, n 3) Customers are not
responsible for normal wear and tear incurred during the time they
have temporary use ofthe car and that cost is borne by the rental and
leasing firm. (Nevel tr. 1103; Ashbaugh tr. 882-83)

H. Advertising Agreements

144. GM purchases advertising from some rental and leasing firms.
(Complaint , 11 5; Answer , 11 5) Under these agreements , the rental and
leasing firms agree to feature in their advertising current model GM
cars by name and picture , and GM agrees to pay a portion of the
advertising cost up to a maximum. (CX 1010; CX 3418)

145. In addition to showing GM cars , the advertising may provide
two additional benefits to GM. One is an endorsement from a rental
and leasing firm which may be perceived as a sophisticated buyer and
consumer of new cars by the general public. (Stemmons CX 53002-62-
63; Brazil tr. 2705-D6)

146. The other benefit is the demonstration value in which the
picture of a GM car may stimulate interest in a potential purchaser
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to consider test-driving the car. (Stemmons CX 5300Z-24; Vader CX
7780Z-29; Reiter tT. 1851; Quick tr. 1412-13; RX 115H , V, X)

147. GM purchases rental and leasing advertising by corporate or
divisional advertising agreements with such firms. Under a corporate
contract, the rental and leasing firms agree to feature in their adver-
tising current model GM cars from the (27) various GM divisions.
Under divisional agreements , the firms agree to feature in their ad-
vertising current model GM cars from a particular division. (McClin-
tock tr. 1307-D8; Vader CX 7780Z-56-57 , tr. 3002)

148. Requests for advertising agreements are initiated by rental
and leasing firms. (McClintock tr. 1158; Berg CX 7779Z-11; Vader CX
7780Z-25) GM does not solicit advertising agreements from rental
and leasing firms because GM receives suffcient requests to meet its
needs. (McClintock tr. 1159; Berg CX 7779Z-30)

149. In requesting advertising agreements , rental and leasing firms
normally outline their proposed advertising program , including the
types of advertisements and media they intend to use , their advertis-
ing budget , and the amount of GM's requested participation in the
program. (Berg CX 7779Z-17; Brazil tr. 2788; Reiter tT. 1780-81;
Stemmons CX 5300Z-21-23; Belzberg CX 2220Z-139; RX I07A-Z-1;
RX 109A-

150. In requesting an advertising agreement, rental and leasing
firms include information and projections about the number of cars
in their fleet. (CX 2112)

151. GM evaluates rental and leasing firms ' requests for advertising
agreements by looking at: the nature and scope ofthe firm s market-
ing plans and advertising program; the nature and scope of its opera-
tions; its integrity, reputation and image; its financial stability and
competitive vitality; its historical fleet composition and size , and the
way in which its fleet is maintained; and the availability of funds for
rental and leasing advertising. (McClintock tT. 1161-64; Vader tr.
3004; Vader CX 7780Z-24- , Z-39-40; Berg CX 7779Z-64-65)

152. In evaluating the nature and scope of rental and leasing firms
advertising program , GM considers the types of advertisements and
media that the firm has been using and proposes to use for future
advertising and considers whether the mix and variety of media are
similar to those that GM itself would choose for its advertising.
(McClintock tT. 1293) On the basis of its review , GM makes an assess-
ment of the advertising value offered by the requesting firm s pro-

gram. (Brazill tT. 2786; Vader tT. 3030-31)
153. GM is interested in rental and leasing advertising programs of

broad regional or nationwide scope that call for placement of adver-
tisements in a variety of media, with frequent insertions so that the
advertising would appeal to a cross-section of the consuming public.
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(McClintock tr. 1163; Vader (28) tr. 3004) With regard to types of
media, GM is interested in rental and leasing advertising appearing
on the television and radio , and in national magazines , inflight maga-
zines , newspapers and other media. (McClintock tr. 1293-94)

154. GM considers a requesting firm s historical fleet composition
to ascertain whether the firm has been using GM cars. (McClintock
tr. 1162; Berg CX 7779Z-96)

155. G M also considers historic information on the size of a request-
ing firm s fleet and operations. (Berg CX 7779Z-115; Reiter tr. 1781-
82; McClintock tr. 1170)

156. In its evaluation process, GM generally finds that leasing firms
are unable to offer as much advertising value in terms of product
exposure and demonstrative value as rental firms. (Brazil tr. 2704)
Leasing firms typically advertise less frequently than rental firms
and in a media whose circulation is more limited. In addition , leasing
firms generally offer lower demonstration value than rental firms
because cars in leasing service are typically test-driven by fewer po-
tential new car buyers than cars in a rental fleet. (Vader tr. 3011)

157. Due to these differences in relative advertising value, most of
GM' s advertising agreements have been with rental firms rather than
leasing firms. For the same reason , GM's purchases of advertising
from leasing firms are generally for smaller dollar amounts than its
rental advertising expenditures. (Brazill tr. 2704-05)

158. The amount of money GM pays for rental and leasing firms
advertising depends on GM' s opinion ofthe advertising value ofiered
GM' s efiart to get the best deal it can for its advertising dollar , and
the resuJts of negotiations between GM and the requesting firm. (Bra-
zill tr. 2685- , 2704-05 , 2743; McClintock tr. 1344 , 1357)

159. GM has not purchased advertising from rental and leasing
firms that simultaneously have advertising afIliations with another
automobile manufacturer. (Vader tr. 3036-37)

1. Terms of Agreement

160. All advertising agreements between GM and rental and leas-
ing firms provide that the rental and leasing firms ' advertising and
promotional materials specifically refer to current model GM vehi-
cles (CX 1010A- , N-O, Z-Z-l) (29)

161. Some advertising agreements executed between GM and rent-
aJ and leasing firms provide that all of the rental and leasing firms

advertising and promotional materials shall use:

(al.

(i) A pictorial reproduction acceptable to lGMJ of a current modell GM) passenger car
and/or truck;
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(ii) The name of such rGMJ passenger car and/or truck at least once in the phrase
lRental/Leasing l"irmJ will provide a rGM) passenger car or truck or other passenger

car" or a similar phrase acceptable to lGMJ:

With sllch pictoral reproductions and phrases to be at least as prominent as the manner
in which such pictorial reproductions and phrases of that character appear in the

samples of advertising material and promotion material heretofore submitted to (GMJ
by LRental/Leasing Firm).

(b) (Rental/Leasing FirmJ shall not use or permit the use of; in any advertising

material and! or promotion material for which reimbursement is claimed under the
terms of this Agreement

(i Any statement that is detrimental to the goodwill of(GM) or that disparages any

vehicle manufactured by (GM);
(ii) Any pictorial reproductions ofa vehicle manufactured by any manufacturer other

than (GMJ; 

(iii) Any reference to any manufacturer other than (GM) or the trade name of any
vehicle other than a vehicle manufactured by (GMJ.

(E. CX 101OD- , Q- , Z-3--; CX 3418J-K; CX 5226Z-2-B3 , Z-74-
, Z-86-87) (30)
162. Some advertising agreements executed by GM and rental and

leasing firms provide that all of the rentaJ and leasing firms ' advertis-
ing and promotional material shall use:

(i) A distinct picture of a current model (GM) vehicle that is specifically identified
in each advertisement.

(ii) The specific phrase "We feature lGM) cars and/or trucks" and any other phrase
acceptable to (GMj.
In all printed advertising material and promotional material listed in paragraphs 2(a)
and 2(b), the IGM) vehicle picture and feature statement shall, wherever possible
represent a minimum of 20% of the total size of the advertisement.

(E.g., CX 2192E; CX 2064D-E; CX 442IE)
163. AlJ advertising agreements executed between GM and rental

and leasing firms provide that:

10. This Agreement is not made in connection with or as part of any transaction
relating to the sale of any (GMI products, and nothing contained herein shall be
construed as (a) an obligation of rRental/Leasing .Firm) to purchase or influence the
purchase of any such products either from lGM)or others, or (b) an obligation on part
oflGMJ to supply lRentaJ/Leasing FirmJ with any such products.

(E. CX 101OJ- , W- , Z-9-10; CX 3418P-Q; CX 5226Z-68-69 , Z-0-
, Z-92-93)
164. Pursuant to the terms of the advertising agreements, GM

monitors the advertising of rentaJ and leasing firms under the con-

tracts and regularly audits all reimbursements claimed. (Belzberg 
2220Z-142; Anderson tr. 2808-09 , 2813-17) (31)
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165. The advertising agreements call for GM to reimburse the rent-
al and leasing firm for 50 percent of its qualifying advertising expend-
itures up to a certain negotiated maximum amount. (CX 1010; CX
3418; CX 5226)

2. Typical Advertisement

166. The following is an example of a print advertisement reim-
bursed by GM under an advertising agreement (RX 78): (32)
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(33) 167. Television commercials are also reimbursed by GM under
its advertising agreements. (CX 10000; CX 2043A-B; CX 2044A-
CX2045A-B; CX 2046A-

3. Competitors ' Advertising Agreements

168. Certain rental and leasing firms with which GM has not en-
tered into an advertising agreement have had advertising agreements
with other automobile manufacturers. From at least 1972 through the
present, Hertz has had an advertising agreement with Ford. (Stipula-
tion tr. 705-06) Hi-Country Rental has had an advertising agreement
with Ford. (Epplen tr. 2084) Colonial Car Rental has had an advertis-
ing agreement with Chrysler. (Uliano tr. 2417) Americar Rental Sys-
tem has had advertising agreements with Ford and Chrysler. (CX
7516A) Fairway, Econo-Car and Holiday rental systems, Aztec Rent-

Car, Thompson Car Rentals , A-OK Rent- Car and Aero Rent-a-
Car have featured Ford products in their advertising. (CX 4306F; RX
74A-D; CX 43061; RX lOK; CX 4306H; RX 64A-B; CX 531OT; CX
4305D)

169. Certain rental and leasing firms with which GM does not
currently have an advertising agreement have advertising agree-
ments with other automobile manufacturers. Payless and Ajax rental
systems have had advertising agreements with Ford. (Epplen tr. 2075
76; Kieffer tr. 2240 , 2247) From 1977 through the present , Budget

Rent-a-Car has had an advertising agreement with Ford. (Belzberg tr.
1548 1551-53) From 1975 through the present, Dollar Rent-a-Car has
had an advertising agreement with Ford. (Stipulation tr. 651- , 2582
84) American International Rent-a-Car has featured Ford products

in its advertising. (CX 4306K)

4. GM Payments

170. From 1976 through 1978 , GM entered into advertising agree-
ments with numerous rental and leasing firms. (CX 7733C-F) Pursu-
ant to these agreements , GM paid money to rental and leasing firms
ranging from approximately $6 013 to Leasing Associates during

1976 , to $8,145 005 to National in 1978. (CX 7733K-

171. GM' s advertising payments to selected rental and leasing firms
during 1976-1978 , were as follows (CX 7731A): (34)
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172. Since 1976, GM has had advertising agreements with 12 to 15
rental and leasing firms in any year. (CX 77802-5-66)

173. Rental and leasing systems direct their franchised licensees as
to what cars to buy (CX 2217B) and rely on the licensees' marketing
power when soliciting advertising payments from GM. (CX 4033W)
GM calculates its cost of advertising on a per car basis for all cars
purchased by the system , including those purchased by licensees. (CX
2218E). The licensees are reimbursed for local advertisements as well
as receiving the benefit of the advertising for which GM pays the
rental system. (CX 2220Z-7G-7I; CX 27I4C; Quick tr. 1397; CX 4037F-
G, P; CX 4062G , I; CX 4421C; CX 2064C; McClintock tr. 1180; CX
2219G)

174. In 1978 , GM paid the following amounts to the following rental
and leasing firms pursuant to advertising agreements (CX 7731C-F):

Ajax Rent- Car , Inc.
AU-State Vehicles , Inc.
Avis Rent A Car System , Inc.
Chestnut Fleet Rentals, Inc.
The Curry Corporation
Emkay, Inc.
Four Wheels Company
General Rent-a-Car
Genway Corporation
Greyhound Rent-a-Car
Leaseway Transportation Corporation
Leasing Associates , Inc.
National Car Rental System , Inc
Rollins International, Inc.
Thrifty Rent-a-Car Systems, Inc.

177,4432
000

021 732
565

12,428
567

102,781
45, 268

909
173 514

904
057

145 005
33,494

325,000

175. In deciding what dollar amount to pay in an advertising agree-
ment GM analyzes the rental and leasing firms ' fleet size , fleet make-
up by manufacturer, past car purchases , and past growth rate. GM
also analyzes that rental and leasing firms ' anticipated car purchases
and projected growth rate for the upcoming model year. (CX 7780Z-
27; CX 7779Z-7G-7I; CX 2213G; CX 3418B; CX 5221E)

176. In evaluating a proposed advertising agreement, GM obtains
information for estimating the number ofGM cars in the rental and
leasing firms ' fleet. (CX 7779Z-117- 18; CX 7780Z-27-28)

177. GM evaluates proposed advertising agreements on a cost per
unit basis, by dividing the cost of a proposed advertising (36) agree-
ment by the number ofGM cars registered to those rental and leasing
firms. (CX 7780Z-28 - Vader; CX 4026; CX 4017B-C; CX 2112-

178. GM entered into advertising agreements with National , at
least in part, to increase rental fleet sales. In 1970 , a GM offcial gave
the history of those agreements (CX 4019C-D):
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During the 1966 model year, General Motors ' participation in daily rental fleet sales
had declined to 22% with second cycle participation estimated at only 12%. Ford had
entered into agreements with Hertz and National Car Rental while Chrysler had
arranged similar agreements with Avis. General Motors ' products were, as a practical
matter , not available at airport daily rental counters.

To improve General Motors ' position in daily rental fleet sales and to again make our
products available through airport rental stations and, thereby, derive the exposure
and demonstration advantages, negotiations were entered into with National Car Rent-
al late in 1966. The result of these negotiations was the current General Motors-

National Car advertising and service agreements which took effect on January 1 , 1967.

During 1976, the year prior to the National Car Rental agreements, General Motors
participation with this account was 39.8%. Since the inception of the agreement, the
lowest level of General Motors ' participation was 62. 9% with our estimates indicating
continued improvement. . . . It is also important to note volume projections made prior
to the original agreement were based on approximately 216 000 total National Car
Rental purchases 1967 through 1971 and 130 000 General Motors purchases. . . .

(C)onservative General Motors ' estimates indicate (37) National will exceed the figures
by a minimum of 47 000 units , and based on National Car Rental figures, the original
estimates wil be exceeded by more than 100 000 units. We are estimating, with an
extended agreement, National Car Renbtl purchases 1967 through 1972 will total
352 000 , of which 68% , or 240 000 will L,- General Motors ' products.

179. In the early 1970' , GM amended an advertising agreement
with National by reducing the dollar amount of the agreement be-
cause of National's discontinuance of certain rental and leasing oper-
ations which was expected to result in reduced National purchases of
GM cars. (CX 4026; CX 4017)

180. The following list includes all rental and leasing firms that had
advertising agreements with GM at any time during the period 1966
to 1978:

Airways (CX 7779Z-189, Z-11 13)

Ajax Rent-a-Car , Inc. (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-11 13)

All-State Vehicles, Inc. (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-11 13)

American International Rent-a-Car Corporation (CX 7779Z-
189 , Z-11-13)
Atlantic General ("General") (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-11 I3)
Avis Car Leasing (CX 2016A-I; CX 7779Z-I89 , Z-11-13)

Avis Rent A Car System , Inc. (CX 2064A-
Briggs Leasing (CX 7779Z-I89 , Z-11-13)

Budget Rent-a-Car Corporation (CX 7779Z-I88 , Z-11- I3)
Chestnut Fleet Rent-a-Car Corporation (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-11
13)
The Curry Corporation (CX 7779Z-188, Z-11-13)

Dollar Rental Car Systems (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-11-13)

Emkay, Inc. (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-11-13)

10.

11.
12.
13.
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14. Four Wheels Company (CX 7779Z-188, Z-1l-13)
15. Genway Corporation including the GM dealer division of Gen-

way, Cars for Commerce , and Chevway (CX 7779Z-188, Z-ll-
13; CX 3235A-L; CX 3243A-B; CX 3244Z-3)

16. Greyhound Rent-a-Car (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
17. Hilton (CX 7779Z-189, Z-1l-13)
18. Kincar (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13) (38)
19. Leaseway Transportation Corporation (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-ll-

13)
20. Leasing Associates, Inc. (CX 7779Z-188, Z-1l-13)
21. Luby Leasing (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
22. National Car Leasing System , Inc. (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-1l-13)
23. O. Hodgkins Sales Corp. ("Minicost") (CX 7779Z-I89, Z-1l-13)
24. Olins of New York (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
25. Payless Car Rental (Kieffer, tr. 2240)
26. Rollns International , Inc. (CX 7779Z-188, Z-1l-13)
27. Thrifty Rent- Car System , Inc. (CX 7779Z-188 , Z-1l-13)
28. Trans (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
29. Transportation Vehicles, Inc. (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
30. Valcar (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)
31. Yellow (CX 7779Z-189 , Z-1l-13)

181. The following rental and leasing firms had advertising agree-

ments with GM since 1978:

1. Ajax Rent A Car, Inc. (CX817A-
2. All-State Vehicles, Inc. (CX 10l0Z-Z-11)
3. Avis Rent- Car Systems, Inc. (CX 2064A-
4. Curry-General Rent- Car, Inc. ("General") (CX 1615A-

Reiter tr. 1772)

5. Genway Corporation (including Chevway, a division of Gen-
way operating through Chevrolet dealers , and Cars for Com-
merce) (CX 3243A-

6. Greyhound Rent A Car (CX 3430A-

7. Leaseway Transportation Corporation (CX 3904A-

8. National Car Rental System , Inc. (CX 4421A-
9. Thrifty Rent A Car System , Inc. (CX 5300Z-34- , G-

1. Competition Among Rental and Leasing Firms

1. Price Competition

182. Budget, Thrifty, Avis and National compete with comparative
price advertising ofGM cars. (CX 22IOB; CX 2220Z- 121 - Belzberg; CX
4305K; CX 4305J) Independent rental and leasing firms like Paige
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also compete with comparative price advertising of GM cars. (CX
4305L) (39)

183. Eric D. Uliano , who had been a station manager for National
testified that he made rate surveys, callng all car rental locations in
the area. (Uliano tr. 2361-63) National competes with GM dealers in
renting Cars. (Uliano tr. 2366)

184. Colonial Car Lease Company conducts rate surveys on rental
cars by callng Hertz, A vis, National , Budget, Dollar, and Ajax. (Ulia-
no tr. 24IO) Colonial competes with GM dealers in renting cars. (Ulia-
no tr. 2412 , 2470)

185. "Off-airport" rental and leasing firms like LR.A. may charge
from 10% to 40% lower rates on the same cars rented by "on-airport"
competitors like Hertz, Avis and National. (Keiffer tr. 2259)

2. Airport Rental and Leasing Firms

186. An "on-airport" rental location is a location that has a booth
in an airport terminal. (Belzberg tr. 1479; Nevel tr. 1057)

187. An "ofi airport" rental location is a location that is close to and
serves an airport, but does not have a booth in the airport terminal.
(CX 2220P - Belzberg; Kieffer tr. 2258)

188. Thrifty Rent- Car and General Rent- Car have all or virtu-
ally all off-airport locations. (Reiter tr. 1788-89; CX 1614; CX 5300G-

, S - Stemmons) Thrifty and General are favored rental and leasing
firms. (Reiter tr. 1772; CX 7732R; CX 7733D, F)

189. Some off-airport rental and leasing firms are located less than

one mile from the airports served by them. (Uliano tr. 2404-05; Reiter
tr. 1795; CX 1614D-H; Nevel tr. 1044 , 1I2!) The time that it takes
off-airport rental and leasing firms to transport a deplaning customer
to his rental or leased car often varies only slightly from on-airport
rental and leasing firms. (Reiter tr. 1788-91 , 181I; CX 1614D-H; Nevel
tr. 1I21-22)

190. In Florida, there are many off-airport rental and leasing firms
including those favored by GM advertising agreements as well as
disfavored firms, in the same vicinity as the off-airport rental loca-
tions of General Rent- Car , a favored rental and leasing firm. In Fort
Lauderdale, for example, General is approximately one mile north of
the airport terminal building; there are other ofi airport rentalloca-
tions on the same street as General , including Dollar Rent- Car
Budget, Greyhound Rent- Car, Alamo Rent- Car, Sun Auto Rent-
als (40) of Florida, Swad , Gold Coast , Charter, and one or two others.
While Budget and Greyhound have booths in the terminal , they still
maintain off-airport lots for their rental cars. Outside the Miami
airport, Dollar, Greyhound, Budget, Alamo, Pershing Auto Leasing,
Thrifty Rent- Car, and some other rental and leasing firms have
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rental locations in the vicinity of General; Dollar, Greyhound, and
Budget have booths in the airport terminal, but still maintain off-
airport lots. (Reiter tr. 1795-98)

191. On:airport rental and leasing firms, including GM dealer rent-
al and leasing firms , often have direct telephone lines in airport
terminals. (Uliano tr. 2414-25; Reiter tr. 1793 94; CX 2219F-G - Av-
ery; Quick tr. 1392)

192. Off-airport rental and leasing firms, including GM dealer rent-
al and leasing firms, compete with on-airport rental and leasing firms
in renting GM cars. (CX 2220Z-74 - Belzberg; Reiter tr. 1798; CX
7777Z-20; CX 2105B)

3. General Competition

193. Budget competes with GM dealers in renting cars and with
rental firms having only one location. (CX 2220Z-72-73 - Belzberg)

194. Quick Motors, Inc. , a GM dealer in Watertown , New York
operated a Budget rental business as well as a leasing business as
divisions of the dealership and competed with Hertz and Avis in
renting cars, and to some extent with national firms like Hertz and
Peterson , Heather & Howell , as well as other car dealers , including
GM dealers , in leasing cars. (Quick tr. 1372 , 1388-90)

195. Harris Pontiac , a GM dealer , operated a Budget rental fran-
chise and a leasing business as divisions ofthe dealership. It competed
to some extent with Hertz, Avis , National and all rental and leasing
firms in the Wilmington , North Carolina area, including other GM
dealers. (Avery CX 22I9A- , F; RX ID, E)

196. Pershing Auto Leasing has had rental locations i( south Flori-
da serving Dade and Broward counties (which include Miami , Miami
Beach , Ft. Lauderdale , Hollywood); Pershing has a rental location just
outside Miami International Airport. (Nevel tr. 1044-5 , 1046, 1054
1078; CX 4508) It has about 800 cars for rental or lease , which are 90%
GM. (Nevel tr. n08) Pershing s most significant competitors in rent-
ing cars include Hertz , Avis, National , Budget, and Dollar Rent-
Car; Pershing (41) also competes with Greyhound Rent- Car and
General Rent- Car. (Nevel tr. 1056-57) Pershing s most significant
competitors in leasing cars include GM dealer rental and leasing
firms and A vis. (Nevel tr. 1057-58)

197. Trans Rent- Car , is a west coast rental car firm which had 900
cars in 1978 , more than 50% of which were GM. Its major competitors
in renting cars were Hertz , Avis , National , Budget, Dollar Rent-
Car , and off-airport rental and leasing firms such as Thrifty Rent-
Car, Econo-Car, American International Rent- Car, and others.
(Furman tr. 1567 , 1569 , 1577)

198. LR.A. Car Rental , an Ajax franchise since 1980, is located in
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Minneapolis. About 75% of the cars in its fleet 01'200 cars have been
GM. (Kieffer tr. 2236, 2247) LR.A.'s competitors in renting cars in-
clude Avis , National , Hertz, Budget, Thrifty Rent- Car, Econo-Car
and small independent rental and leasing firms. (Kieffer tr. 2247
2250)

199. Sun Auto Rentals of Florida, Inc. had a fleet of about 530 cars
in 1980, almost all of which were GM cars. (Korn tr. 2107) It competed
with Hertz , National , Avis , Alamo , Greyhound and General Rent-
Car. (Korn tr. 2115)

200. Ashbaugh Auto Rental of Houston , Texas rents about 300 cars
80% of which are GM. (Ashbaugh tr. 840 , 843). It competes with
National , Hertz, Avis and Budget and others, including two GM deal-
ers. (Ashbaugh 850, 856-57)

201. Ashbaugh Auto RentaJ' s GM cars and the cars offered by its
competitors, including National , are the same kind of cars. (Ashbaugh
tr. 846 , 850)

202. General Rent- Car has up to 7 000 cars in its fleet, with
between 80 and 90 percent GM, and it competes with Alamo, Hertz
Avis, NationaJ , Greyhound , Budget, Pershing and Dollar. (Reiter tr.
1803--4 , 1796-97)
203. In 1977 , twenty of the largest rental and leasing firms all

bought GM cars. (CX 7708)
204. Competing favored and disfavored rental and leasing firms

purchase the same models of GM models for their fleets. (Uliano tr.
2425; Nevel tr. 1053- , 1046-7; Quick tr. 1385; Reiter tr. 1806; CX
2220Z-105--6 - Belzberg; Ashbaugh tr. 846; Kiefter tr. 2256; Korn tr.
2109) (42)

4. Referrals

205. Rental and leasing firms refer customers to one another when
they run out of rental cars. Hertz, Avis, National , and Budget (includ-
ing licensees that are affiiated with GM dealers) make referrals to
and receive referrals from each other as well as small , independent
rental and leasing firms like Pershing and Sun Auto Rentals. (Nevel
tr. 1059; Korn tr. 2118-19; Uliano tr. 2367; Quick tr. 1392-93)

5. GM Dealers

a. Quick Motors, Inc.

206. Quick Motors , Inc. , a GM deaJer, had a Budget rental franchise.
It operated this franchise as a department of Quick Motors from the
late 1960's to 1978. (Quick tr. 1370 , 1372- , 1406)

207. Quick Motors operated its leasing business as a department of
the dealership from 1950 to 1978. (Quick tr. 1372- , 1407)
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208. Quick Motors purchased most of the GM cars in its Budget
rental division from the Oldsmobile Division. Quick Motors pur-
chased most ofthe GM cars in its leasing division from the Oldsmobile
and Cadilac divisions ofGM. (Quick tr. 1376-77 , 1385)

209. Title to the cars in the Budget rental division of Quick Motors
Inc. was in the name of Quick Motors, Inc. , d/b/a Budget Rent- Car
of Watertown. Quick Motors , Inc. , rather than its Budget division
owned and retained title to these cars. Title to the cars in its leasing
division was in the name of Quick Motors, Inc. (Quick tr. 1375 , 1434)

210. The new car sales department, the Budget rental division , and
the leasing division of Quick Motors were all located at the same
address. (Quick tr. 1375-76, 1403--4)

b. Harris Pontiac, Inc.

211. Harris Pontiac, a new car dealership, had a Budget rental
franchise from 1967 to 1978. The franchise was a division of the
dealership. Harris Pontiac also had a leasing division. (CX 2219A-
- Avery)

212. Harris Pontiac s rental and leasing fleet was made up of cars
purchased from GM. GM cars were transferred from the dealership
to its Budget division. Title to the cars in the (43) fleet ofthe Budget
division was in the name of Harris Pontiac , Inc. , d/b/a Budget Rent-

Car of Wilmington. (RX 1D; CX 2219A- , D - Avery)
213. At Harris Pontiac the dealership, the Budget franchise, and

the leasing operation shared the same location. (CX 2219E - Avery)

J. GM Advertising Payments Are Not Made Available

214. GM has not informed the rental and leasing industry about the
availability of advertising agreements from GM. (McClintock tr. 1159; .
CX 7780Z-26-27 - Vader; CX 7779Z-30-33)

215. GM responds only to requests from rental and leasing firms
soliciting GM advertising agreements. GM has never offered advertis-
ing agreements to rental and leasing firms on its own initiative. (CX
7779Z- 156-57 - Berg; McClintock tr. 1158-59; CX 7730B)

216. GM denied all requests from Sun Auto Rentals of Florida, Inc.
for advertising agreements. (Korn tr. 2111-13)

217. GM denied all requests from Colonial Car Rental for advertis-
ing agreements. (Uliano tr. 2415-17)

218. GM denied all requests from Ashbaugh Auto Rental, Inc. for
advertising agreements. (Ashbaugh tr. 858-61 , 863-64)

219. GM denied a request from Pershing Auto Leasing, Inc. for an
advertising agreement. (CX 4508; Nevel tr. 1078)
220. GM denied a request from LR.A. Car Rental for an advertising

agreement. (Kieffer tr. 227I - , 2235 , 2238)
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221. GM denied a request from Fairway Rent- Car for an advertis-
ing agreement. (CX 7504S)

222. GM denied a request from Ajax Rent- Car for an advertising
agreement (CX 811)

223. GM denied a request from Olin of New York, Inc. for an adver-
tising agreement. (CX 1652A-

224. GM denied a request from Dollar Rent- Car Systems , Inc. for
an advertising agreement. (CX 2704)

225. GM's Chevrolet Division denied Trans Rent- Car s requests
for advertising agreements. (Furman tr. 1587- , 1602; CX 540I-
(44)

226. GM denied a request from U.s. Auto Leasing for an advertising

agreement. (CX 5502C)

227. GM denied a request from Americar Rental System for an
advertising agreement. (CX 7516A-

228. GM has admitted that (RAD-Supp. 60):

During the period of October 1, 1971 through December 31 1978 , GM's payments for
advertising under its agreements have not reflected an equal or proportional payment
among all rental and leasing companies including those which compete against each
other , based on the numbers of GM vehicles purchased by them. l45)

II. ANALYSIS

This case involves milions of dollars in annual payments made by
General Motors Corporation , the largest manufacturer of cars in the
United States, to a few of the largest rental and leasing firms who
agree to promote GM cars in their advertising. The impact of these
payments on competition in the rental and leasing business is indicat-
ed by the amounts involved. In 1978 , for example , GM paid National
Car Rental over $8 million in advertising allowances of $160 for each

GM car purchased by National that year. (fl'. 170-71) Many rental and
leasing firms using GM cars and directly competing with National
received nothing. (ff. 214-28)

I believe this arrangement violates the very purpose of Section 2(d)

ofthe Robinson-Patman amendment to the Clayton Act. That statute
, however , technically complex and has been interpreted to require

that the advertising payments be in connection with the resale of the
product-a finding which cannot be made on this record. While all of
the other technical elements of a Section 2(d) violation have been
proved , Count I of the Complaint should therefore be dismissed.

Count II alleges these facts to be an unfair method of competition

(There j DO footnote 4.
5 Because oCthe stipuJation of April 21 , 1982 , the record does not detaiJ the competitive effect. of the advertising

agrecmenL
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in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. The Supreme Court of the
United States has held that this statute provides broad powers to the
Federal Trade Commission to stop a trade practice which conflicts
with the spirit of the Clayton Act even though it does not technically
violate that law. Precedent and the preponderance of the evidence
show that respondent General Motors has engaged in just such an
unfair method of competition in violation of Section 5 and Count II
must be sustained.

A. COUNT I

In Count I of the Complaint, alleging a violation of Section 2(d) of
the Robinson-Patman amendment to the Clayton Act 6 the parties
have joined issue on two questions , namely: (46J

(1) whether rental and leasing firms are "customers" of GM; and
(2) whether they are engaged in the "distribution " of cars.

1. Rental and Leasing Firms As "Customers" of GM

GM sells new cars to franchised dealers. (f. 3) Many ofthese dealers
have an additional business endeavor as a rental and leasing firm. (If.

, 29-41) In 1979, there were 578 GM dealers licensed by rental and
leasing systems sueh as National , Budget and Avis. Many were receiv-
ing the benefit of payments by GM under advertising agreements
with the system. (If. 14, 3G-32 , 173 , 181) About 500 GM dealers also
receive the benefit of advertising payments from GM to Genway Cor-
poration. (If 34-1)

Since these GM dealers are customers of GM , firms which compete
with the GM dealers in renting and leasing GM cars are also "custom-
ers" ofGM. That is the holding in FTC u. Fred Meyer, Inc. 390 U.

341 (1968). There, a favored direct buying retailer was in competition
with firms that bought the manufacturer s products through whole-
salers , and the Court affrmed that for the purposes of Section 2(d) the
firms buying through middlemen were "customers" of the manufac-
turer. Here , GM dealers with affliated rental and leasing businesses
buy directly from GM and compete with other rental and leasing
firms buying cars from "middlemen " GM dealers. (II: 183 84. 191-
200, 205 13) Those rental and leasing firms buying through middle-
men also become , therefore

, "

customers" of GM for purposes of Sec-
tion 2(d).

Ii Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman amendment to the Clayton Act , provides , 15 U.s.c. 13(d)

It shall be unlawful for any person eng-aged in commerce to pay ur contract for the payment of anything of
value to or for the benefit ofa customer ofsuc:h person in the COlJrse afsueh cammerctJ as compensation or
in consideralion for any services or facilities furnished by or t.hrough ,,"ch cu!!tumer in connection wit.h the
proccssiJ1g, kindling, sale , or offering for sale of any products or commodities manufactured , sold , or offered
for sale by such person , unless such payment or consideration is available on proportionall:' equal terrns to
all other customers compel.ing in the distribution or such products or c()mrnodilit
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Furthermore , some rental and leasing firms are customers of GM
through the indirect purchaser doctrine. American News Co. (47) 

FTC, 300 F. 2d 104 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 371 U.S. 824 (1962). GM has
suffcient contacts with rental and leasing firms and suffcient influ-
ence over the price and terms upon which they buy G M cars for the
doctrine to apply.

GM directs advertising at, solicits, and recognizes rental and leas-
ing firms as customers. (if. 53- , 56, 62) GM contacts rental and
leasing lirms directly about low prices compared to competing cars (II:
53-54), price incentives, such as free air-conditioners and options at
a reduced price (If. 47-48 , 72, 76), and cash bonuses (II 50, 55 , 64-66
71), as well as direct olfers of price protection and assurances. (If
22- , 62-63) GM's factory invoice price substantially controls the
price paid by rental and leasing firms to dealers. (If. 19- , 59-61)
GM sales personnel contact rental and leasing firms directly as well
as with dealers, and discuss prices and solicit orders. (If. 42- , 70) GM
sometimes delivers cars directly to the rental and leasing firms (f. 73),
and authorizes those firms to do their own new car and warranty
servicing. (I: 80)

Thus , the degree of control exercised by GM over fleet sales to
rental and leasing firms is suffcient to make those firms customers
ofGM within the meaning ofthe Clayton Act. Whitaker Cable Corp.

51 F. C. 958 , 972-73 (1955), aff'd 239 F.2d 253 (7th Cir. 1956). GM
recognizes rental and leasing firms as customers by soliciting them
dealing directly with them in promoting sales, and exercising control
over the terms upon which they buy. Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp., 25

C. 537 , 546 (1937).

2. "Distribution" of Rental and Leasing Cars

Complaint counsel argue that rental and leasing firms "sell" cars
because: (1) the firms are engaged in reselling cars on a time sharing
basis , and (2) after the term of use in the rental or leasing fleet, the
cars are resold by the firms. They also argue that , even if the firms
do not sell cars , they "handle" cars within the meaning of the Act.
Respondent argues , on the other hand , that rental and leasing firms
do not compete in the (48) distribution of cars because Section 2(d) is
only directed at discriminatory advertising allowances granted in
connection with the resale of products, and that rental and leasing
firms do not resell cars but are engaged in a service business.

7 The iI1direct purcha erdoctrine evrm applies where the dired purchaser is disfa.vored and the indired purchas-
er benefits from the djgcriminatjoo. l'rkins Standard Oil Co. 395 U.s. 642, 644 , 647-48 (969). Hero , many
dishlVored GM dealers who are in t!w rental and Jeasing busineAA buy wrect from GM and compete with favored
rental and leasing finns who are indirect purchasers. (ff. t83 , 192-96 200-- 20fr-13)
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a. Competing in the Distribution " Means Selling

Complaint counsel argue that "distribution " as used in Section 2(d)
means more than activity involved in sellng and includes renting and
leasing cars. While "distribution" is not defined in the statute or
legislative history, I believe that the meaning of the word is limited
to acts involved in the sale of commodities.

Judicial reading ofthe statute unanimously supports a holding that
a Section 2(d) violation must involve the sale of a product. In FTC v.
Fred Meyer, Inc. 390 U.S. 341 (1968), the Court held that "the compe-
tition with which Congress was concerned in Section 2(d) was that
between buyers who competed in resales of the supplier s products
(Emphasis added. ) 390 U.S. at 356. In Rutledge v. Electric Hose &
Rubber Co. 5II F.2d 668 , 678 (9th Cir. 1975), the court stated: "Section
2(d) . . . refers to payments in connection with the resale by the buyer
of the goods. . . . " In Kirby v. PR. Mallory Co. 489 F.2d 904 , 910
(7th Cir. 1973) the court stated: " . . . (SJections 2(d) and 2(e) focus on
resale. 9 And , the (49) Commission recently stated that Section 2(d)
requires the payment to bear "a nexus to the resale or preparation for
resale. Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. 95 F. C. 553 , 725 (1980), aff'd , 682

2d 554 (5th Cir. 1982), cert. denied 103 Sup.Ct. 1521 (1983).

b. Time-sharing

Complaint counsel argue that car rental and leasing firms sell cars
on a time sharing basis. For comparison they point to the photocopier
business where photocopy machines are distributed by leasing. (CSC
brief55 56) This same argument-that leases of photocopy machines
are subject to the Robinson-Patman Act-was rejected in SCM Corp.
v. Xerox Corp. 394 F.Supp. 384 (D. Conn. 1975). Furthermore , the
court coincidentally relied in part on an analogy to automobile rent-
als , 394 F.Supp. at 385:

(TJhe person who rents a car and pays by the miles driven could be said to have

purchased a quantity oftransportation. . LPlaintifI) does not claim Robinson-Patman
H The' commcntaton; agree that Sectjon 2(d) is directed at resales "The prQduct that j the subject of the

promutional fllvoritism must have been bought with the int",ntion Qf resale "~ Kjntner A Robinson-Patman Primer
at 235 (1970). "ISectlotl 2(d) applies) to diRcrimination in allowances OT services only between competing re eller
of thc supplier s goous. " Austin Priee lJiscriminntirm at 124 (1959). "Although the semantic vaglenesA of the
statutory terms of' Aervice or facilities,' coupled with the stricter sanctions available under Sect.ions 2(d) and 2(e),
invites strained interprelations by FT or private p1aintiffs, the j, gislative purpo e and govPTningjudicial ruJings
confine these provi ion to cooperative promotional arrangements between the supplier and customer in connee-
tionwith the customer s resoleofthe parbeuJar proriuct" Rowe Price Discrimination under the Rubinson-I'otman
Act at. 376 (1962). (Emph;mis in origin;!J)

, See also, LrIng s Bowlarnrrm, Inc. v. AMF, Inc. 1974- 2 Trade Cas. (CCIl) TI 75 158 (V.RL 1974); ErgILis;/e Form
Brassiere, lnc. v. FTC, 301 F.2d 499 , 500 (D.c. CiL 1961), cerE. denied 369 t;.s 888 (1962)

lG Tn Cluirol, Inc. 69 FTC. 1009 , 1047 n. 13 (1966), 410 F. d 647 , 648 (9th Cir. 1969), tbe Commission held that
then, was 11 resale and refused to addre% the question whether "distribution " iD Section 2(d) requires that " there
must necessm'ilybc R ' resale ' in al! cases " The st.tement in Gibsorthuwev()r, IiDOWS tbat , while "distribution " may
not require an lIct..wl sale, the commercial transaction involved must be part of the resale process
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coverage of all such cost-per-usage leases, apparently recognizing that examples such
as those given do not involve a "commodity" within the meaning of the Act , even if they
could be thought to involve a purchase.

c. Used Cars

Complaint counsel also argue that rental and leasing firms in fact
sell cars since they resell the cars after using them in the rental or
leasing fleet. Rental and leasing firms , however, do not resell new
cars. (f. 132) They use cars in their business , and , after these assets
accumulate mileage and sufler wear and tear, they are sold as used
cars which are commodities of a different quality. (ff. 129-39) (50)

d. Handling " Is Part of "Sale

Complaint counsel argue that even if they do not sell cars , rental
and leasing firms are "handling" cars and are therefore engaged in
distribution within the meaning of Section 2(d). While the legislative
history does not provide a definition , the term "handling" in the
commercial sense is part ofthe business of sellng such as the physical
act of grading, packaging, storing or transporting goodS.!1 That "han-
dling" is part of, and was not meant to be different from

, "

sale" as
used in the statute is indicated by the interpretation of "processing
as used in the statute. "Processing" is used in both Section 2(d) and
Section 2(e) of the Act and is defined in Corn Products Refining Co.

v. FTC, 324 U.S. 726, 744 (1945) to be a mode oftreatment of materials
to be changed as part of the distribution process to a different state
preparatory to resale of the commodity. The Court stated that the
statute is aimed at discrimination. . . in all cases where the commodi-

ty is to be resold whether in its original form or in a processed pro-
duct. " (Emphasis added.) Similarly, "handling" should be defined to

mean the act of physically dealing with the commodity in connection
with the resale, and since rental and leasing firms do not resell new
cars , they do not "handle" or ttcompete in the distribution" of cars

within the meaning of Section 2(d).

e. Furnishing Services

GM pays promotional allowances to a few "favored" rental and
leasing firms pursuant to advertising agreements.!2 Ifthese (51) rent-

" "

Handling" was defined in Cll1;ro!, 1m:. (initial decision adopted as the decision of the Commission), (69 F.
1009 1031 (1966) (dicta)

Handling " is defined in Black's Law Dictionary (4th ed. 1951) as meaning to control , direct , to deal with
to act upon , to perform Rome function with regard to or to have passed through one s hands , to buy and sell
or to deaJ or trade in

The definition of "handle " found in Webster s Intcmational Dictionary (2d en, 1934) includes: "to have pass
through one s hands; to huy and solJ; to neal , or trade in; as , they handle only fruit"

12 GM does not make paymenLG on a proportional basis , even among favored rental and leasing firms, so some
of them are more favored than others (f. 171)
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al and leasing firms are engaged in the furnishing of a service , rather
than the resale of products, Count I must be dismissed because the
Robinson-Patman Act does not apply to discriminatory allowances
paid to purchasers who use the product in furnishing a service The
Times Mirror Co. 92 F. C. 230 , 231 (1978):

It is clear that the Robinson-Palman Act applies only if a challenged price discrimina-
tion involves the sale of commodities. Price discrimination in noncommodity transac-
tions, such as the furnishing of services, is not actionable under the statute.

The test for deciding whether a business involves the sale of a
commodity or the furnishing of a service is found in the Times Mirror

case. There, the Commission held that newspaper advertising was a
commodity and not a service-within the meaning of Section 2(a)

of the Robinson-Patman ACt.13 It is not necessary to apply that test
here , however , because the Commission specifically declared that the
Act was not intended to reach transactions of a purely service nature
such as discriminatory bus transportation rates. 14 Although a bus
company, as different from car rental and leasing firms, retains
possession of the vehicle while rendering the transportation service
the businesses seem to be suffciently similar to encourage a finding
that car rental and leasing firms (52) are engaged in the sale of a
service , or at least to discourage a finding that they are in the business
of reselling commodities.

f. A Lease Is Not A Sale

That Section 2(d) does not apply to the business of rental and leas-
ing firms is buttressed by Lang s Bowlarama, Inc. v. AMF, Inc., 1974-
2 Trade Cases (CCH) n 75 158 (D.R.I. 1974). There, a bowling lane
operator sued AMF, Inc. , his supplier of bowling equipment (e.

g.,

lanes, balls, pin setters), alleging that AMF's sponsoring of a tourna-
ment at a competing bowling lane violated Section 2(d) of the Robin-
son-Patman Act. The court dismissed the complaint , holding that
Section 2(d) protects only customers competing in the resale of a
product , and that the operation of a bowling lane was more in the
nature of a lease and was not covered by the Act. The business of car

l' The Commission s test set out in that decision involves determining: (1) "HIe dominant or essential nature of
the transaction ; (2) whether the product soJd is "suffciently fungible in nature to be susceptible to the kind of
non-discriminatory pricing which the legislative scheme seems to encourage ; and (3) whether there is anything
inherent in the transaction that " requires the particularized skils or treatment for differentcusr.mers. " (92 F.T.
at 233-4)

The record here indicates t.hat many services Clre furnished by car rental and leasing firms. (Ir 89. 94) Using the
Times Mirror test, however, would seem to indicate that they are not primarily in the business of furnishing
scrvice . Nor are they reseJJers. They are in fact in thc business of leasing CClrS, for long or short term , and, like
most firms dealing with the public , they also render services
"The Commission adopted , 92 F. C. at 2:tl,lhe holding of Fleelway, Inc. u. Public Service Inlerstale Transporta-

tion CO, nF.2d7fil(3rdCir. 1934)
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rental and leasing firms, involving long or short term leases, is clearly
analogous to the bowling lane operator s business and therefore does
not involve the resale of cars. (If. 89-143)

g. 

Rental and Leasing Firms Consume Cars

Another way oflooking at the question is to determine who actually
consumes the product-here , automobiles. If they are consumed by
each customer of the rental and leasing firm , the transaction would
involve a resale. If the rental and leasing firm consumes the cars in
their business, however, it does not.

This was the approach in Clairol Inc. v. FTC, 410 F.2d 647 (9th Cir.
1969), where the court upheld the Commission s finding that beauty
salon operators had resold hair dye, and that Section 2(d) ofthe Robin-
son-Patman Act therefore applied to discriminatory advertising al-
lowances paid by Clairol to favored beauty salons. The court'
reasoning centered on the question of who consumed the product. The
court noted , 410 F.2d at 648:

. . . IT)he product is not consumed by the salon in performing or equipping itself to
perform such a service. The service rather is individualized and the product is used
directly on the customer herself. The products are not used in bulk but in individualized
packages such as would be seclired in a drugstore sale.

Here, by contrast, the rental and leasing firms consume the cars in
their fleets. (If. 121-39) The customer who rents the car does not use
up the product. Instead, the car must be returned at the end of the
rental period and then it is rented (53) again. (If. 140-3)15 Fleets
purchase cars for use in their own business and not for resale.1 Merit
Motors, Inc. v. Chrysler Corp. 417 FBupp. 263 , 271 (D. C. 1976), aff'd
1977-2 Trade Cas. TI 61 772 (D.C. Cir. 1977):

Commercial fleets buy cars to use as capital assets in their businesses and the fact that
they dispose ofthem just as any business disposes of its depreciated capital assets does
not, in any way, put them in the automobile business.

B. COUNT II

Count II ofthe Complaint alleges that GM' s advertising payments
to rental and leasing firms is an unfair method of competition in
violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. The Commission has broad
powers to declare trade practices unfair. This broad power of the
Commission is particularly well established with regard to trade prac-
tices which conflict with the basic policies of the Sherman and Clay-

15 Lea ed cars, which may be u ed by the cu tonwr for a relatively longer p",riod than rental cars (fl. 122-21),
come clo er to the holding of the Claiml case, but are till an a ('t consumed by the leil.qing firm. (iT 121-39)

'" The proof that rental ilnd leas;ng firms RornetirneR resell new car is de minimis
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ton Acts even though such practices may not actually violate those
laws. FTC v. Brown Shoe Co. 384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966); FTC v. Motion
Picture Advertising Service Co. 344 U.S. 392 , 394 (I953); Fashion
Originators ' Guild v. FTC, 312 U.S. 457 , 463 (1941).

Section 2(d) applies only to promotional allowances granted by the
seller. The use of Section 5 has been upheld where the Commission
proceeded against the buyer for inducement of the allowances. 

Macy Co. v. FTC, 326 F. 2d 445 (2d Cir. 1964); Giant Food Inc. v. FTC,
307 F.2d 184 (D. C. Cir. 1962), cert. denied 372 U.s. 910 (I963). The
omission of buyers from the coverage of Section 2(d) was held to be
more inadvertent than studious. Grand Union Co. v. FTC 300 F.2d 92
98 (2d Cir. 1962) Similarly, in this case GM' s practice of paying adver-
tising allowances to only a few large rental and leasing firms while
refusing to provide the allowances to smaller competitors violates the
basic policy of Section 2(d), and failure of that statute to cover pay-
ments made in connection (54) with the rental and leasing business
seems more inadvertent than studious.!'

1. Basic Policy of the Robinson-Patman Act

The basic policy of the Robinson-Patman amendment to the Clay-
ton Act is found in its statutory language and legislative history. The
Robinson-Patman Act was enacted in 1936 to curb and prohibit all
devices by which large buyers gained discriminatory preferences over
smaller ones by virtue of their greater purchasing power. FTC v.
Henry Broch Co. 363 U.s. 166, 168 (1960). And the legislative
history ofthe Act shows that promotional allowances "become unjust
when (the favored buyer) is thus enabled to shift to his vendor sub-
stantial portions of his own advertising cost, while his smaller com-
petitors , unable to command such allowances, cannot do so." H.R.
Rep. 74th Cong. , 2d Sess. 15-16 (1936); S. Rep. No. 1502 , 74th Cong.
2d Sess. 7 (I936). In passing Section 2(d), Congress intended "to assure
that all sellers , regardless of size , competing directly for the same
customers would receive even-handed treatment from their suppli-
ers. FTC v. Fred Meyer, Inc. 390 U.S. 341 , 356 (I968).

2. The Facts

GM started making advertising payments because it realized in
1968 that it was losing sales of thousands of cars , with the concomi-
tant loss of exposure and demonstration value. (f. 178) The rental and
leasing firms which have been able to obtain advertising agreements
with GM are generally large , national firms (If. 151- , 178 , 202),

n CO!Jgre ohviously intended to exclude the fUrni hing orser-vices from the cuverage of the Robinson.l'atman
Act because of the diffculty of dater mining the " like grade and quality " ofa ervic for eXilmpJe , the (uwishjng
of economic or legal "dvice- Tlw rental or leasin.. ofa product. on the other h;lml. does not Dresent this diffculty
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which are thus able to shift to GM a substantial portion of their
advertising expenditures (If. 171-74), while smaller competitors are
unable to command such allowances. (ft: 216-28)

Although rental and leasing firms may vary in size , rates, custom-
ers , services rendered and marketing direction (ff. 94-116), there is
general competition among such firms using GM cars.!B They compete
with comparative price advertising for (55) GM cars. (If 182-85).

Off-airport firms compete successfully with those having locations on
the airport premises. (If. 186-92) Local firms compete with those hav-
ing a national franchise. (If. 193-204) GM dealers engaged in renting
and leasing cars compete with other rental and leasing firms. (If.
183--4 192- 200 205) And when they run out of rental cars, firms
refer customers to one another. Hertz, Avis, National, Budget , and
GM dealers licensed by these firms , make referrals to and receive
referrals from each other as well as small , independent rental and
leasing firms. (f 205)

Pursuant to its advertising agreements, in 1978 GM favored 15
rental and leasing firms or systems. (f. 174)19 However, GM does not
make proportionally equal advertising payments. (f 228) Among the
favored firms some were more favored than others. National Car
Rental System received about $160 per GM car purchased during
1976-1978 , while other favored customers received less , ranging down
to $6 or $7 per car. (f 171) GM has not made advertising payments
available to all competing customers (ff. 214-15), and has denied re-
quests for advertising agreements from some of its customers. (ff.
216-27)

The facts in this case show a violation of the basic policy of Section
2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act.

3. Case Law Under Section 5

As found above, GM's discriminatory advertising payments techni-
cally do not violate Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act because
rental and leasing firms do not compete in the resale of cars. Those
payments do, however , violate the central policy of the statute as
shown in the legislative history. Section 5 of the FTC Act WaB paBsed

precisely to apply to such technical deficiencies.
In Brown Shoe the shoe company had franchise agreements with

some 650 show stores whereby, in return for merchandising aid , the
stores agreed not to deal in shoes made by other manufacturers. The
Supreme Court upheld a finding that this agreement conflicted with
central policy of Section 3 of the Clayton Act against competitively

J" igg 1t Myers Tobacco Co. , Inc. 56 FT.C 221 , 248 (1959)
19 GM payment.s to ren!.1 sYBtems are of din ct benefit to the franchised licensees of those sYBt.ems who are

essntial to the transaction. (ff. 41 , 173) Swon Paper Corp. v. FTC 2911".2d 833, 836 (2d Cir. 1961), rt. denied

368 U.S. 987 (1962); Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. 95 F.T.C. at 728- 29.
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injurious exclusive dealing contracts made in connection with the sale
ofa commodity. There was no technical violation of Section 3 , howev-

, because (56) the exclusive dealing contract was in connection with
the furnishing of services which is not covered by that statute. Yet
the Court upheld the use of Section 5 to avoid this technical deficien-
cy.

Furthermore , even if there were no stipulation eliminating the
need for competitive injury in this case , Count II could be upheld on
the incipiency theory. In Brown the respondent contended that the
Commission had no power to declare the franchise program unfair
without proof that its effect "may be to substantially lessen competi-
tion or tend to create a monopoly" which would have to be proved if
the Commission had proceeded under Section 3 of the Clayton Act
rather than Section 5 of the FTC Act. The Supreme Court stated, 384
U.S. at 322: "We reject the argument that proof of this Section 3
element must be made for as we pointed out above our cases hold that
the Commission has the power under Section 5 to arrest trade re-
straints in their incipiency without proof that they amount to an
outright violation of Section 3 of the Clayton Act or other provisions
ofthe antitrust laws. " Moreover, where the central policy of a per 

statute has been violated , but that statute is unenforceable because
of some technical deficiency, a Section 5 violation clearly will occur
without proof of competitive injury. Perpetual Federal Savings &
Loan Ass 90 F. C. 608 , 657 (1977), vacated on other grounds, 94

C. 401 (1979): "Where Section 5 is employed to adapt the policy
of a per se statute, the per se standard remains applicable. "2! (57)

III. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over the subject
matter of this proceeding.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction over GM.
2( That a discriminatory practice is in connection with the lease uf a product rather than a resale is not an

impediment to a Sectiun 5 case. The use orScction 5 was upheld to prohibit discrirnin"tory rates in leases in Grund
Caillou PackinJ; Co. , 55 F. C. 799 (1964). modified and enforced sub nom. , La Peyre v. FTC, 366 F.2d 117 (5th Cir
1966). There a monopolist charged a higher rate for leases of shrimp peeling machines used on the West Coast
than those used on the Gulf Coast.

21 Respondent GM argues that. its businesg dp.ci ion of which rental and leasing firms to huy advertising from
should oat be disturbed , aod that it has the right to choose j suppliers of advertising under United Stales v.
Colgale & Co., 250 VB. 300 , 307 (1919); UfficialAirline Uuide. , Inc. v. FT 630 2d 920 (2d Cir. 1980), cert. denied
450 U.S. 917 (19tH); and Geneml MfJtfJrs Corp. (cragh parL ), 99 T.C. 464 , 580-81 (1982)
The business reason for the allegedly u.nfair practice is not relevant to a per se tbeory of violation- FTC v

Simplicity Pattern Coo 360 U.S. 55 , 65-8, 70-71 (1959) Moreover, the cases cited are not applicable. Colgate and
General Motrm;(crash partg) deal with the guppliers ' right to select customers, not the duty ofa supplier to deal
with established C\Jtornp.rs on non-fiscriminatory terms. (JAG involved the mOnopoli t.'s right to discriminate
among established cust.omers (6,10 F.2d at. 922; 95 F. C. at. 41 , 75 n. 34), hut the Commisgion ha declined to follow
that decision General Motors (c:ash parts). 99 F.T.C. at 580 n. 45
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3. GM is engaged in interstate commerce as ttcommerce" is defined
in the Federal Trade Commission Act and in the Clayton Act.

4. GM has paid for advertising furnished by selected rental and
leasing customers in connection with their business.

5. The advertising has not been furnished , however, in connection
with the handling or resale of cars sold by GM , and rental and leasing
firms do not compete in the distribution of cars.

6. Rental and leasing firms compete in renting and leasing cars.
7. GM has not made or ofIered to make payments for advertising

available on proportionally equal terms to all of its other rental and
leasing customers competing with the favored rental and leasing cus-
tomers.

8. Count I must be dismissed.
9. GM' s acts and practices as charged in Count II of the Complaint

and as hereinabove found , are in violation ofthe policy of Section 2(d)
of the Robinson-Patman Act and of Section 5 of the Federal Trade
Commission Act.

10. GM has failed to sustain its burden of proof upon the various
defenses that it pled and presented herein. (58)

IV. REMEDY

GM grants advertising allowances to only a few rental and leasing
firms , and even to those favored few on a disproportionate basis. To
remedy this violation of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission
Act , and ofthe policy of Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act, an
order is needed directing respondent to cease and desist from granting
any advertising allowances unless they are made available on propor-
tionally equal terms to all competing rental and leasing firms. This
is the remedy traditionally employed by the Commission in cases
brought under Section 2(d). Exquisite Form Brassiere, Inc. 57 F.
1036 , 1048 (1960), aff'd 301 F.2d 499 (D.C. Cir. 1961).

The Order requires GM to comply with the law. If respondent con-
tinues to grant advertising allowances to rental and leasing firms, it
must do so proportionally. Respondent can satisfy this requirement
by granting allowances on a per vehicle basis.

The Order also requires respondent to advertise the existence of its
advertising allowance program once a year for five years to the rental
and leasing industry through two of the five publications in which it
has advertised its cars. (E.

g., 

CX 7507 , CX 7511.
Finally, the Order requires respondent for a reasonable period to

keep and produce a record of any termination , nonrenewal OT refusal
2 Chrysler Corporation grants advertising allowances based on the number of Chrysler cars purchased by the

rental and leasing firms. (l jiano tr- 246869)
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to enter any advertising allowance program with a rental and leasing
firm. This requirement is within the Commission s discretion to cope
with unlawful practices. Jacob Siegel Co. v. FTC, 327 U.s. 608 , 611
(1946).

ORDER

For purposes of this Order, the term respondent refers to General
Motors Corporation , its successors and assigns , and its offcers, direc-
tors, agents, representatives, and employees. The term vehicle refers
to an automobile or a truck. The term rental and leasing firm refers
to any firm engaging in offering to rent, renting, offering to lease, or
leasing vehicles to the public in the United States. (59)

It is ordered That respondent, directly or indirectly through any
corporation. subsidiary, division , or other device , in connection with
the offering for sale, sale, or distribution of vehicles in or affecting
commerce, as Hcommerce" is defined in the Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, shall forthwith cease and desist from:

Paying or contracting to pay to or for the benefit of any rental and
leasing firm anything of value as compensation or in consideration for
advertising, promotion , or any other services or facilities furnished by
or through such rental and leasing firms in connection with the offer-
ing to rent, renting, offering to lease, or leasing of vehicles, unless

such payment or consideration is available on proportionally equal
terms to all other competing rental and leasing firms.

It is further ordered That respondent may provide for termination
or nonrenewal of joint advertising programs for cause. Such cause
may include , for example , false or deceptive advertising or claims for
payments, advertising which, or in media which, reflect negatively on
respondent, its products or its goodwill or failure to maintain reason-
able standards of automobile maintenance, safety or cleanliness. Re-
spondent may decline to enter into ajoint advertising program where
it reasonably appears such affliation would negatively reflect on
respondent, its products or its goodwill , but the decision wil be based
on standards consistent for all rental and leasing firms and GM shall
maintain a written record of the specific basis for such decision for
two years which shall be made available to the Commission upon
request following reasonable notice.

It is further ordered, That respondent shall forthwith distribute a
copy of this Order to cease and desist to all omcers and directors of
respondent and to each of respondent's operating divisions that is
engaged in the sale of respondent' s vehicles within the United States.

It is further ordered That respondent shall advertise nationally in
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at least two ofthe following publications annually for a period offive
years the existence and availability of any advertising or promotional
program offered to rental and leasing firms in compliance with the
terms of this Order: Automotive Fleet magazine The Vehicle (the
annual membership directory of American Automotive Leasing As-
sociation , American Car Rental Association, Truck Renting and Leas-
ing Association , and Allance of State Car and Truck Renting and (60)
Leasing Associations), Time magazine Newsweek magazine, or Busi-
ness Week magazine.

It is further ordered That respondent shall within sixty (60) days
after service upon it of this Order, fie with the Commission a report
in writing, setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it has
complied with this Order.

It is further ordered That respondent shall notify the Commission
at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in the corporate
respondent such as dissolution, assignment, or sale resulting in the
emergence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of
subsidiaries , or any other change in the corporation that may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this Order.

OPINION OF THE COMMISSION

By CALVANI, Commissioner:

1. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

By Complaint issued on July 19, 1978, Respondent General Motors
Corporation (hereinafter "GMC") is charged with violation of Section
2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 VB. C. 13(d), and Section 5 of the
Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 C. 45 (1980). GMC sells au-
tomobiles and trucks to dealers which, in turn, sell vehicles to rental
and leasing companies. Some GMC dealers also operate rental and
leasing fleets. The Complaint alleges that GMC paid some rental and
leasing companies for advertising furnished by those companies
We Feature General Motors Cars. " The Complaint further alleges

that GMC has not made such payments available on proportionally
equal terms to all competing rental and leasing companies.

In order to expedite this litigation, the parties entered into a stipu-
lation on April 21 , 1982. Vnder the stipulation

, "

Complaint counsel
abandoned any claim that GM's acts and practices in issue caused any
injury to competition. " Initial Decision (" ), p. 2. Having stipu-
lated away the issue of competitive injury, Complaint Counsel placed
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exclusive reliance on a finding of per se liability. Specifically, Com-
plaint Counsel relied on two theories of violation: First, GMC had (2)

violated Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act, thereby violating
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, (Count I). Second
GMC' s acts violated the "spirit" of Section 2(d) and thereby violated
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act (Count II. Complaint
Counsel's second theory of the case is thus predicated on the so-called

spirit" or !!gap filler" doctrine.
Following the denial of Complaint Counsel' s motion for summary

decision on October 4 , 1982, trial commenced the following day before
Administrative Law Judge James P. Timony. Complaint Counsel
called thirteen witnesses; GMC called three. Additional testimony
was received from four other Commission witnesses by deposition,
affdavit , and interrogatories. The Record included 3 177 transcript

pages and 485 exhibits. Trial concluded on November 15 , 1982.

The evidence produced at trial indicated that GMC made milions
of dollars in annual payments to a few of the largest rental and
leasing firms that agreed to promote GMC cars in their advertising.
Many rental and leasing firms using GMC cars, however, received
nothing, and GMC denied a number of requests for advertising agree-
ments. 1.D. , pp. 43 , 45.

Judge Timony dismissed Count I , finding that Complaint Counsel
had failed to establish that the advertising payments were made in
connection with the resale of the product-a requisite element of a
Section 2(d) case. The evidence indicated that , although the rental
and leasing companies eventually resold (3) their automobiles, this
was done to dispose of worn inventory for reasonable value and not
as a primary business activity.

However, Judge Timony found that GMC's arrangement for mak-
ing selective advertising payments "violates the very purpose of Sec-
tion 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act." 1.D. , p. 45. Invoking the
so-called "gap filler theory," he found GMC to have violated Section
5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.

B. The Issues Presented For Review

Two questions are presented for review. First, Complaint Counsel
assigns error to Judge Timony s conclusion that GMC's purchase of
advertising from some car rental and leasing companies was not the
grant of discriminatory advertising allowances in violation of Section
2(d). The Commission agrees with Judge Timony, eschewing the op-
portunity to expand the case law beyond its present contours, and
afIrms his decision with respect to Count 1. Second , respondent GMC

assigns error to Judge Timony s conclusion that the grant of a dis-
criminatory allowance , not properly cognizable under Section 2(d) of
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the Robinson-Patman Act, 15 VB. C. I3(d) (1980), may nevertheless
violate Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 VB.C. 45
(1980), under the "spirit" or "gap-filler theory. " The Commission de-
clines this opportunity to expand the law and reverses the decision
below as to Count II. (4)

Before undertaking an analysis of these issues , a brief introduction
to the relevant statute is appropriate. An understanding ofthe protec-
tionist purposes and effects of the Act provides guidance where , as
here, the Commission is asked to expand its literal reach beyond that
established by Congress-especially in light of the Commission s pub-
lic interest mandate.

C. Purpose of the Robinson-Patman Act

Prior to W orld War I a three-tiered channel of distribution e.,
manufacturer-wholesaler-retailer, characterized the sale of most con-
sumer goods. After the War the distribution ofthese products under-

went significant change in many industries. One of the factors
precipitating this change was the emergence and rapid growth of
multi-location vendors the chain store. " Between 1926 and 1933
the chain store segment of total retail sales increased from 9% to
25%. J. Palamountain The Politics of Distribution 7 (1955). By 1929
29% of grocery industry sales had been captured by chain stores. B.
Zorn & G. Feldman Business Under the New Price Laws: A Study of
the Economic and Legal Problems Arising Out of the Robinson-Pat.
man Act and the Various Fair Trade and Unfair Practices Laws 
(1937).

While the success of the chain stores was due to a myriad offactors
their direct purchasing procedures and the exercise oftheir combined
purchasing power were important. The success of the chain stores
posed a direct threat to competing independent single unit establish-
ments and-perhaps more (5) importantly-to their suppliers. In
1928, the National Association of Retail Grocers lobbied the Congress
to investigate the legality of chain store purchasing practices. That
same year, a Senate resolution directed the Federal Trade Commis-
sion to study the subject. In December 1934, the Commission submit-
ted its Final Report on the Chain Store Investigation , S. Doc. No.
74th Cong. , 1st Sess. (1935) (hereinafter the "Final Report"), to the
Senate. Quite surprisingly, at least to the independents and their
suppliers, the Commission found that a significant proportion of the
difference between chain and independent retail purchasing prices
was associated with more effcient operations rather than the abuse

of buying power. The Final Report concluded that the difference in
purchasing prices was only 1 %. J. Palamountain, supra at 65 citing
FTC, Chain Stores; Special Discounts and Allowances to Chain and
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Independent Distrib. ; Grocery Trade, 73d Cong. , 2d Sess. , S. Doc. No.
89 (1934). Interestingly, there is some evidence that these effciencies
were stil grossly underestimated. See Adelman, "Price Discrimina-
tion as Treated in the Attorney s General Report " 104 U. Pa. L. Rev.
222, 232 (1955).

Section 2 of the Clayton Act, as originally enacted , contained pro-
scriptions against price discrimination. The case law, however, had
rendered these provisions impotent in the view of many. In Mennen
Co. u. FTC, 288 F. 774 (2d Cir.

), 

cert. denied 262 U.S. 759 (1923), and
National Biscuit Co. v. FTC, 299 F. 733 (2d Cir.), cert. denied 266 U.
613 (1924), the Second Circuit held that Section 2, as originally enact-

, did not apply (6) to secondary-line sales. It was not until the
Supreme Court's decision in George Van Camp Sons v American
Can Co. 278 U.s. 245 (1929), that it was finally established that the

provisions of Section 2 applied to secondary-line discrimination. Al-
though interpretations limiting the application of Section 2 were re-

versed in the Van Camp decision , the years preceding Van Camp were
critical years when chain stores enjoyed extensive growth. See ABA
Antitrust Section , Monograph No. The Robinson-Patman Act: Poli-
cy and Law 12 (1980). A further limitation was subsequently engraft-
ed onto the Act. Following Van Camp, the Commission instituted
proceedings in Goodyear Tire Rubber Co. 22 F. C. 232 (1936). The
respondent ultimately prevailed when the Sixth Circuit held that the
statute unconditionally exempted price discrimination made on ac-
count of differences in quantities sold. Goodyear Tire Rubber Co. v.
FTC, 101 F.2d 620 (6th Cir.

), 

cert. denied 308 U.S. 557 (1939). Thus
the law, as originally enacted and interpreted by the Court of Appeals
would immunize any quantity discount without regard to costjustifi-
cation.

Those who believed their interests hurt by the growth of chain
stores adopted courses of conduct to stem that tide. Many independent
single unit merchants , with the assistance of their wholesale suppli-
ers , organized boycotts of manufacturers who sold directly to chain
stores. Other independents formed cooperatives in an effort to achieve
scale economies and to exert buyer power. A third defensive strategy
sought state legislation to impose discriminatory taxes, sometimes
predicated on the number (7) of units within a particular state, on
chain stores. Indeed, by 1939 , some twenty-seven states had passed
such legislation. SeeJ. Palamountain supra at 162. Interestingly, the
United States Supreme Court sustained that legislation on several
occasions. See, e. , Louis K. Liggett Co. v. Lee 288 U.S. 517 (1933).

When volnntary modes of resistance and state tax legislation failed
to discourage the growth ofthe chains , independents and their suppli-
ers turned to Congress. Codes of Fair Competition , promulgated pur-
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suant to the National Industrial Recovery Act of 1933 , 48 Stat. 195
(1933), mandated that manufacturers abide by a minimum wholesale
discount in some industries and forbade discriminatory sales in
others. The Codes sought to preserve traditional patterns of distribu-
tion which had been threatened by competition. In 1935 , however, the
Supreme Court held NIRA unconstitutional as an impermissible dele-
gation of legislative powers in Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United
States 295 U.S. 495 (1935). The independents and their suppliers went
back to the proverbial drawing boards.
The United States Wholesale Grocers Association, through their

associate counsel , C. B. Teegarden , drafted the original bil of what
was to become the Robinson-Patman Act. Representative Wright Pat-
man introduced the bill as H.R. 8442 some fifteen days after the
Schechter decision. See H.R. 8442, 74th Cong. , 1st Sess. (1935). (8)
The Course of the bil through Congress well illustrates the protec-

tionist, non-effciency oriented nature of the legisJation. See generally
Dept. of Justice, Report on the Robinson-Patman Act 10I-I39 (1975)
(hereinafter "DOJ Report"). Huey Long s observation that "he would
rather have thieves and gangsters than chain stores in Louisiana

" is

representative of the views of many policy makers. Cf Fulda

, "

Food
Distribution in the United States , the Struggle Between Independents
and Chains, " 99 U Pa. L. Rev. I051 (1951). Others said the same thing:
I believe the chain store shouJd not onJy be curbed , but. . . shouJd

be eliminated. . . " 80 Congo Rec. 8136 (1936) (Remarks of Rep. Moritz).
See also DOJ Report I04- I08. The bill was enacted and subsequently
signed into law by President Roosevelt on June 19 , 1936.

It is quite clear that the underlying predicate of the Robinson-
Patman Act was not consumer weJfare. Rather, the Act was protec-
tionist legislation. The legislative history and subsequent scholarship
overwheJmingly support this conclusion. See, e.

g., 

DOJ Report; R.
Posner The Robinson-Patman Act(I976). InterestingJy, the Supreme
Court has recentJy expJicitly recognized the protectionist purpose of
the law. See Jefferson County Pharmaceutical Ass u. Abbott
Laboratories 103 S. Ct. lOll , 1023 n.39 (1983). As with most protec-
tionist legisJation , it comes at a cost to the American consumer. (9)

Moreover, aJthough the original intent of Congress in enacting the
Robinson-Patman Act may have been to heJp small business , histori-
cally the brunt of the Commission s enforcement efforts has fallen on
small businesses. For instance , of the 564 companies named in FTC
Robinson-Patman complaints between 1961 and 1974, only 36, or

4%, had annuaJ sales of IOO mjJion doJJars or more at the time of
complaint. F. Scherer Industrial Market Structure and Economic
Performance 581 (2 ed. 1980). Professor Scherer further observes that
when large companies were sued , their greater incentive and finan-
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cial resources allowed them to resist FTC prosecution efforts more
vigorously and with greater success. Roughly 90% of respondents
with sales of less than 10 million dollars accepted consent decrees
whereas only 37% of the 100 milion dollar companies did the same.
Twenty-three ofthe companies with sales exceeding 100 millon dol-
lars ultimately succeeded in having their complaints dismissed

whereas none of the smaller companies were able to do likewise. F.
Scherer supra.

The Commission s prosecution of group buying ventures also ilus-
trates this point. Most ofthe cases focused on cooperatives in the food
auto parts, and toy industries. In the main , these respondents were
small companies that banded together to benefit from scale economies
and other effciencies associated with larger purchases. See generally

Mezines

, "

Group Buying-When Is It Permitted Under the Robinson-
Patman Act?" 44 NY UL. Rev. 729 (1969). See also Statement of F.
M. Scherer Before the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Antitrust, the Robin-
son-Patman Act and (10) Related Matters ofthe Committee on Small
Business 5 (January 26, 1976).

That is not to say that passage and maintenance ofthe Act was, or
, ill advised. Congress can-and , indeed , does pt to protect by

subsidy or regulation certain special interests at a cost to the public.
Care must be taken , however, that the Commission and the courts, to
whom the Act's interpretation and enforcement have been entrusted
not expand the ambit oflegislation beyond that set forth by Congress.
The United States Supreme Court has recently admonished that Con-
gress has mandated competition to be "the heart of our national
economic policy. National Society of Professional Engineers v. United
States 435 U. S. 679 (1978). See also United States v. Us. Gypsum Co.
438 U.S. 422 (1978). Accordingly, the Commission will eschew efforts
to broaden application of the Robinson-Patman Act beyond that es-
tablished by law.

II. SECTION 2(d): THE ALLOWANCES SECTION

In 1935 , the Final Report concluded that one way in which chains
garnered special treatment from their suppliers was the receipt of
unearned advertising allowances. In enacting the Robinson-Patman
Act, Congress sought to prohibit indirect price discrimination
through discriminatory advertising allowances. Section 2(d) specifi-
cally provides:

That it shall be unlawful for any person engaged in commerce to payor contract for
the payment of anything of value to or for the benefit of a customer of such person in
the flll course of such commerce as compensation or in consideration for any services
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or facilities furnished by or through such customer in connection with the processing,
handling, sale , or offering for sale of any product or commodities manufactured, sold

or offered fbr sale by such person , unless such payment or consideration is available
on proportionally equal terms to all other customers competing in the distribution of
such products or commodities.

15 U. C. 13(d) (1980). This Section differs from the price discrimina-
tion proscription of Section 2(a) in two noteworthy ways. First, the
cost justification defense contained within Section 2(a) is not avail-
able. Secondly, the presence or absence of competitive injury is irrele-
vant in a Section 2(d) case. In a series of cases, the United States
Supreme Court has held that "neither absence of competitive injury
nor the presence of 'cost justification ' defeats enforcement of the
provisions of Section 2(e) of the Act. FTC v. Simplicity Pattern Co.
360 U.s. 55 , 5&-59 (1959). See also Exquisite Form Brassiere, Inc. v.
FTC, 301 F.2d 499 (D. C. Cir. 1961), cert. denied 369 U.S. 888 (1962).
Thus , Section 2(d) employs a per se standard of ilegality'!

It is axiomatic that Section 2(d) is limited in application to dis-

criminatory advertising allowances granted in connection with the

resale of products. See FTC v. Fred Meyer, Inc. 390 U.S. 341 , 356
(1968); Rutledge v. Electric Hose Rubber Co. 5II (I2J F.2d 668, 678
(9th Cir. 1975); Kirby v. P. R. Mallory Co. 489 F.2d 904, 910 (7th Cir.
1973), cert. denied, 417 U.s. 9II (1974); Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. , 95

C. 553, 725 (1980), aff'd 682 F.2d 554 (5th Cir. 1982), cert. denied,
103 S.Ct. 1521 (1983). C( Clairol, Inc. 69 F. C. 1009 , 1047 n. 13 (1966),

aff'd 410 F.2d 647 , 648 (9th Cir. 1969). The commentators agree. ABA
Antitrust Section , Monograph No. The Robinson Patman Act: Poli-
cy and Law Vol. II 53 (1983). See E. Kintner A Robinson-Patman
Primer 235 (1970); C. Austin Price Discrimination 124 (1959); F.
Rowe Price Discrimination Under the Robinson-Patman Act 376

(1962).
Complaint Counsel first confronts the "resale requirement" by urg-

ing us to abandon it. Counsel relies on the statutory language "pro-
cessing, handling, sale , or offering for sale" in arguing that subsuming
processing,

" "

handling," and " offering" within the word "sale
would render the others surplus. Thus , proof of either handling 

resale ought satisfy the statutory requirement. Complaint Counsel
cites authority for the proposition that disjunctive language in a stat-
ute demonstrates a legislative intent to establish distinct categories.
However , we decline to embrace Complaint Counsel's theory.

While Complaint Counsel's proffered statutory interpretation has
1 The legislative hi lofY of Sections 2(d) and (e), however , makes clear that CongTcss intended the5e seclions to

have "relatively narrow seope ; thus Court. havc not hesitated to reject claims under Sections 2(d) and 2(e) which
more properly should be brought under Section 2(a)" Herbert R. Gibson Sr. 95 F.T.G 553, 726 (1980), ofrd682
2d 554 (5th Cir- 1982), cerl, denied 103 S,Ct. 1521 (1983).
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some initial appeal see Reiter u. Sonotone Corp. 442 U.S. 330 (1979),
the language of Section 2(d) is not susceptible to more precise defini-
tion. The word "handle" may properly include everything from "
touch" to Hhave within its jurisdiction. Webster s Third New Interna-
tional Dictionary 1027 (1961). (13) Obviously, abrogating the well-

established " resale requirement" by focusing on the word "handling
would render the terms " sale, or offering for sale" meaningless. More
importantly, the "resale test" provides a relatively clear demarcation
of what is within and without the statutory ambit. For these reasons
it is well established that a discriminatory allowance must be made
in connection with the resale ofthe product in order to be actionable
under Section 2(e). This Commission has recently held that "the pay-
ment . . . must be in connection with the ' processing, . . . it must
bear a nexus to the resale or preparation for resale by the retailer.

' "

Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. 95 F. C. 553 , 725 (1980), aff'd 682 F.2d 554
(5th Cir. 1982), cert. denied 103 S. Ct. 1521 (1983), citing Rutledge u.
Electric Hose Rubber Co. 511 F.2d 668 678 (9th Cir. 1975). See also

FTC v. Fred Meyer, Inc. 390 U.S. 341 , 356 (1968); Furemost Pro Color
Inc. u. Eastman Kodak Co. 703 F.2d 534 , 546 (9th Cir. 1983); Kirby v.
P. R. Mallory Co. Inc. 489 F.2d 904 , 909 (7th Cir. 1983), cert. denied
417 U. S. 911 (1974); Bouldis u. Us. Suzuki Motor Corp. 711 F.2d 1319
1328 (6th Cir. 1983); Glowacki u. Borden Inc. 420 F.Supp. 348, 358
(N. IlI. 1976); General Foods Corp. 52 F. C. 798 , 814-15 (1956);
Carpel Frosted Foods, Inc. 48 F. C. 581 , 602 (1951); New England
Confectionery (14) Co. 46 F. C. 1041 , 1059 (1949). Accordingly, we
decline the invitation to extend the proscription of Section 2(d).

The question then becomes whether the discriminatory advertising
allowances before us were made in the context of a resaJe of automo-
biJes by the recipients of the aJlowances. Complaint Counsel urges an
imaginative theory upon which the Commission might find the requi-
site resale nexus, suggesting that the piecemeaJ resale of cars by the
rental and Jeasing agencies satisfies the " resale test. " In support of its
argument Complaint Counsel relies on the Commission s decision in
Clairol, Inc. 69 F. C. 1009 (1966), order modified on other groundB
410 F.2d 647 (9th Cir. 1969). There the Commission held that the
dispensing of hair dyes by beauty salons was a resale within the

meaning of Section 2(d) of the statute. Complaint CounseJ relies on
other simiJar cases. See, e. , Standard Oil Co. u. FTC, 340 U.s. 231

235-36 (1951) (gasoline purchased in tank-car and tank-wagon quanti-
ties by retailers for piecemeal resaJe to the public by the gallon and
fraction thereof); FTC v. Morton Salt Co. 334 U.S. 37 , 41 , 49 (1948)

2 It should be not"d that Section 2(e) sp,,cifical!y refers to "commodities bought for resale. Although the text
of Section 2(d) djjrer from that of Section 2(10), the court. have consistently held that the two ections mUBt be

construed in pari materia. See B"uldis I) U.S. Su;mhi Motor Corp_ 711 F.2d 1319 , 1327- 28 (6th Cir- 1983)
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(sal t purchased by the carload or by the case by chain store retailers
for piecemeal resale to the public by the individual package); Corn
Products Refining Co. v. FTC, 324 U.s. 726, 743-45 (1945) (dextrose
purchased by the pound by a candy manufacturer for piecemeal
resale in candy bars); (15) Hampton v. Graff Vending Co" 478 F.
527 530-31 (5th Cir.), cert. denied 414 U.S. 859 (1973) (gum balls sold
to vending machine operators by the case and resold to the public one
by one through vending machines); National Dairy Products Corp. 
FTC 412 F.2d 605 , 608-9 (7th Cir. 1969) (fruit spreads purchased by
the case by retailers for piecemeal resale to the public by the jar);
Guyott Co. v. Texaco, Inc. 261 F.Supp. 942 , 946, 951 (D. Conn. 1966)
(paving asphalt purchased by the ton for piecemeal resale as an in-
gredient of a different product); Curtiss Candy Co. 44 F. C. 237
260-1 (1947) (candy sold to vending machine operators by the carton
and resold to the public by the bar through vending machines), order
modified on other grounds 48 F. C. 161 (1951); Sherwin- Williams
Co. 36 F. C. 25, 50 (1943) (paint purchased by the carload, truckload
or gallon by dealers for piecemeal resale to occasional consumers
buying the paint "in very small quantities

Judge Timony rejected this argument below as ,we do here. The
cases cited by Complaint Counsel in support of its theory are true
piecemeal distribution cases. The instant case is not. There is no

allegation that the leasing companies, qua leasing companies, simply
purchase cars in bulk and then immediately resell them, Yet, that is
the gist of the "piecemeal" (16) distribution cases cited above. While
rental and leasing firms do resell cars after using them in their fleets
the resold cars are commodities of a different quality. These cars
having accumulated mileage and suffered wear and tear, are qualita-
tively different from the vehicles originally purchased. Were Com-
plaint Counsel' s argument to be accepted, then any dealer who resells
a commodity used in its business after the conclusion of its useful life
would satisfy the resale requirement of the Act.

Rather clearly, the allowance in question is not made for the pur-
pose of discriminatorily aiding the recipient in the resale of the

product. Accordingly, Complaint Counsel has failed to satisfy "the
resale test. " In Herbert R. Gibson, Sr. 95 F. C. 553 (1980), aff'd 682

2d 554 (5th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 103 S.Ct. 1521 (1983), we ob-
served that Section 2(d) of the Robinson Patman Act ought not be
expansively construed and noted that most courts have "resisted ex-
panding the 'scope of Sections 2(d) and 2(e) beyond the limited area
of applicability intended by Congress.' " Herbert R. Gibson Sr. , supra
at 727 quoting Cecil Corley Motor Co. v. General Motors Corp., 380
Supp. 819 , 850 (M.D.Tenn. 1974). For reasons set forth above, we

hold that Judge Timony correctly dismissed Count 1.
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III. SECTION 5: THE SPIRIT THEORY

Complaint Counsel argues that even if the Commission were to find
no Robinson-Patman violation for reasons set forth above, the conduct
in question may violate Section 5 of the Federal (17) Trade Commis-
sion Act. Counsel urges that conduct that violates the "spirit though
not "letter " of the Robinson-Patman Act is actionable under the so-
called "spirit" theory of Section 5. True , Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act has been held to apply to conduct that violates
the policy or "spirit" of the antitrust laws, even though it may not
come technically within its terms. See generally Averitt

, "

The Mean-
ing of 'Unfair Methods of Competition ' in Section 5 of the Federal
Commission Act " 21 G.L. Rev. 227 251 271 (1980). See also FTC v.
Brown Shoe Co. 384 U.S. 316 , 321 (1966); FTC v. Motion Picture
Advertising Service Co. 344 U.s. 392, 394 (1953); Fashion Originators
Guild v. FTC, 312 U.S. 457 , 463 (1941).

Previous cases presenting allowance issues , otherwise cognizable
under Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Patman Act, have been fertile
ground for application of the "spirit" theory. Several courts have held
that a buyer may be prosecuted under Section 5 for inducing a seller
to grant him discriminatory promotional allowances notwithstanding
the fact that the statutory language ofthe Robinson-Patman Act only
prohibits a seller from granting discriminatory promotional allow-
ances. See Alterman Foods, Inc. v. FTC, 497 F.2d 993 (5th Cir. 1974);
Colonial Stores, Inc. v. FT 450 F. 2d 733 (5th Cir. 1971); Fred Meyer
Inc. v. FTC, 359 F. 2d 351 (9th Cir. 1966), rev d on other grounds, 390

S. 341 (1968); R. H Macy Co. v. FTC, 326 F.2d 445 (2d Cir. 1964);
Giant Food Inc. v. FTC, 307 F.2d 184 (D.C. Cir. 1962), cert. denied 372

S. 910 (1963); Grand Union Co. v. FTC, 300 F.2d 92 (2d Cir. 1962);
American News Co. v. FTC, 300 (18) F. 2d 104 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 371

S. 824 (1962) These decisions have been predicated on the "spirit
theory" of Section 5, with Courts concluding that the omission of
buyer liability was "inadvertent rather than studious. Grand Union
supra at 96. Does then the grant of discriminatory allowances under
these facts violate the "spirit " if not the letter, of the Robinson-
Patman Act? This presents an issue of first impression.

Judge Timony found that the grant of advertising allowances by
GMC "violates the very purpose of Section 2(d) of the Robinson-Pat-
man Act" and therefore found liability under Section 5. I.D. 45. The
most recent Commission and judicial opinions on the scope of Section
5 do not support such an expansive approach to per se liability. In
Ethyl Corp. 101 F. C. 425 (1983), rev d on other grounds, sub. nom.
DuPont v. FTC, 729 F.2d 128 (2d Cir. 1984), the Commission noted that
Section 5 may extend beyond the limitations of the Clayton Act only
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when there is good evidence that the challenged practices have an-
ticompetitive effects very similar to those prohibited by (that Act) and
when prohibiting such practices is not inconsistent with any other
legislative goal of the antitrust laws." Thus, the Commission has
applied Section 5 to activities that violate the spirit of certain Sher-
man and Clayton Act sections that were clearly intended to promote
competition and deter anticompetitive acts. However, the legislative
history of Section 2(d) discussed above, makes clear that unlike the
Sherman and Clayton Acts, the underlying goal of the Robinson-
Patman Act is the protection of competitors , not competition. Accord-
ingly, the "spirit" theory (19) must be applied with great caution in
the context of cases brought under that Act.

While the "spirit" theory, as embraced by the courts, may provide
a useful technique in some cases, we decline to apply it in cases such
as this where there has been no demorutration of an anticompetitive
impact and there is no underlying Section 2(d) violation. While Sec-

tion 2(d) of the Act itself may not require proof of an anticompetitive
impact, we hold today that this per sequality ought be limited to the
Robinson-Patman Act and not extended beyond established case law.
(20)

Accordingly, for reasons set forth above we affrm Judge Timony

3 In a series of buyer-inducement cases brought punmant to Section 5 of the Federal Trade Cornmi8Sion Act , 15
U.s.c. 45, challenging the receipt of discriminatory al1owance. a!Jd services, the Commission has held that the per
sequality of Sections 2(d) aod 2(e) ofthe Robinoon-Patman Act applies as well to Section 5 inducement cases. Bee
Alterman Foods, Inc. v. FT:497 2d 993 (5th Cir.1974); Colonju.l Brores, In(" v. FTC,45Q 2d 733 (5th Cir. 1971);
R. If. Macy CO. V. FT 326 F.2d 445 (2d Cir.J964); Giant Food Int. u, FT 307 F.2d 184 (D.C. Gir. 1962), cert.
denied 372 U.S. 9)0 (J9B3); Grand Union CO. V. FTC, 300 F.2d 92 (2d Cir. 1962); AmeriCQn News CO. U. F7'C, 300
2d 104 (2d Cir), eert. denied 371 U.s. 824 (1962). In four of these esses, the cour addressd the Commis.ion

position that injury need not be proved. Each decision sustaiaed the per secharacterization of a Section 5 buyer
inducement violation. Grand Union, supra at 99-100; Giant Pood, supra at 186; R. l/ MaC) Co. , supra at 450;
Alterman FODds

, .

u.pra!lt 1000.
Several of these cour expJained why the per secharacter of a Section 2(d) violation should be caed over to

a SectioD 5 buyer s inducement violation. The explanation was fleshed out in most detaiJ in Grand Union where
the court said

. . . Section 2(d) defines an offense which is JJega per Sf'There is no reason why this role should not apply
to the buyer as well as to the seller. Congress has mlldc no such distinction; 2(0, being the corollary ef 2(1'),
requires proof of injury to competition in caoos brought against buyers, while 2(e) applies a per Sf' role to
buyers as well as sellen!. Since 5 is here utiized to reach an integral par of a violation of 2(d), and the
mtionale of the proceeding is to fulfill the policies of that prohibition, it would seem an unwarranted amend.
ment ofthe legis!ative scheme to apply a different standard on the question of competitive effects to the buyer
than it applies to the seller. In making some, but not all , of the practices outlawed by the Robinson-Patman
Act ilegal per seCongres. indicated that those sek"eted for per setreatment always led to the undesired effects
on competition. 300 F.2d at 99 (citatiol18 omitted)

The strol1g language of the Grand Union court suggested that it would be inappropriate for the Commh.l..iol1 to
require proof ofiDjury in a Sectiol1 5 buyer indl1cement case. To the extent that a Section 2(d) violation for grantin
a discriminatory promotiolJal aJ!owance is a persevioJation the cour indicated, a Section 5 violatiou for inducinf
that alowance should also be a per se violatioll. See olso Giant Food, suproat 186. Cl Perpet/Jol Federal Souin!:
ond Loon Ass 90 T.G 60B 657 (1977) (citing Grand Union for the proposition thllt "where Section 5 is employel
to adopt the policy of a per sestatut., the per seHtandard remains applicable ). We decline to extend this rational,
to the instant case.
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dismissal of Count I and reverse his finding ofliabilty on Count II.'
An Order Dismissing the Complaint is to (21) be issued accordingly.

DISSENTING STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER PERTSCHUK

Most fundamentally, the majority s opinion is an exercise in law-
making in the guise oflaw interpretation. On the grounds that Con-
gress did not have "consumer welfare" in mind when it passed the
Robinson-Patman Act, the majority has decided to reject every appli-
cable legal precedent in order to construe the Act as narrowly as
possible and avoid finding liability. The practical result is that the
majority has substituted its own understanding of "consumer wel-
fare" for the version that previous court opinions and Congress have
expressed.

The key legal issue in the Commission s decision to dismiss the

complaint is whether the prohibition on the type of discriminatory
promotional allowances examined here is subject to a per se or rule
of reason analysis ifit is addressed under the FTC Act rather than the
Robinson-Patman Act.! The majority cannot quite bring itself to con-
cede that discriminatory promotional allowances are per se unlawfill
if analyzed under the (2) Robinson-Patman Act, though the law is
quite clear that the per se standard applies.2 Furthermore, long series
of court opinions have held that when the Commission is analyzing
conduct closely analogous to practices prohibited as per se by the
Robinson-Patman Act , the per sestandard should apply under Section

5 analysis as welJ.
As the Second Circuit Court of Appeals explained in Grand

Union: 

(SJection 2(d) defines an ofImse which is illegal per se. There is no reason why this rule

. Since the parties stipulaled the absence of 11 necessary element ofComplaiot Counsel's case , we h,we considered
rem,wding this caSt! to ,Judge Timony to delcrmine whether the requisiw competitive imp,u;t is present. We
conclude that remaod is inappropriate- First, it may well be that Complaint Counsel has concluded sllch cvidE:nce
does not eXlst or CQ\;ld nut be developed at trial. Second. h;lving entered into a stipu.!;nio!1 it. seems unfair to /JOW
force Respondent in this C!L lo face yet another trial on a different theory of the case, However, the Commission
cannot sacrifice its obligation to a competitive economy bec!Juse of hardship to a particular litigant. This Cominis-
sioner would be receptive to the issuance of a new complaint against R"spondent if the practice continues and 

injury to competition could be demonstrated
"As stated at thc outset, GMC selJs its automobiles to its fratJchised dealers which , in turn , reseH to rent,,! and

leasing companies. We do not today address the matters of whether the rental and leasing companies may ue
customers" ofGMC within the mefJJ1ing of Section 2(d) or whether Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commissioa

\ct may hI' empJoyed (. police Robinson- Patman Act-type problems in a rental and Jeasing context , where competi-
lVC mjury IS pre erJL

) J agree with the Commissio!l sdecision that the highly technical requirement oHhe Robin on-Patman Act are
ot fit't here uecause promotional aJJowanccB froro automobile manl.fadurers for car leasing firms are not
rovided " in connection with the processing. handling, sale or offering for sa!e " as provided in Section 2(d) of the
ct.
2 Seethe qualified language in the majority opinion at pp. 18-19. In fact, tbe per sestandard under Section 2(d)
weB established- FTC v. Simplicity Pattern Co. 360 V.S- 55 (1959); Alterman Foods, Inc. v. FTC, 197 F-2d 993

th Cir. 19741; Gmnd Union Co. o. FTC, 300 F-2d 92 (2d Cir. 1962)
3 Seetbe casl'S cited at p 16 , fn- 2 oftne Majority Opinion
, Grund Uni(J" . IJ FTC 300 F.2d 92 (2d Cir- 1962).
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should not apply to the buyer a.c; well as to the seller. . . . Since 5 is here utilized to
reach an integral part of a violation of 2(d), and the rationale of the proceeding is to
fulfill the policies ofthat prohibition , it would seem an unwarranted amendment of the
legislative scheme to apply a different standard on the question of competitive effects
to the buyer than it applies to the seller. 300 F,2d at 99 (citations omitted)

Not surprisingly, in view of the unanimity of the prior opinions on
this point, complaint counsel and respondent dispensed with the issue
of competitive impact and did not submit proof on it. Nevertheless
the majority now concludes that a per se theory is not appropriate.
The reader will find little (3) explanation for this departure from
precedent other than an extensive recitation of the line of cases that
it is abandoning and an attempt to rely on the Commission s decision
in Ethyl Corp.5 In Ethyl, a rule of reason case, the Commission stated
that the FTC Act prohibits conduct which does not violate the Sher-
man Act and Clayton Act "when there is good evidence that the
challenged practices have anticompetitive effects very similar to
those prohibited by those two Acts and when prohibiting such prac-
tices are not inconsistent with any other legislative goal of the anti-
trust laws."6 The majority would like to read this language to mean
all conduct analyzed under Section 5 that does not technically violate
the Clayton Act or Sherman Act should be subject to a rule of reason
analysis , even if the conduct is closely analogous to conduct which is
prohibited under a per se standard under the Clayton or Sherman
Acts.

If the Commission in Ethyl had wanted to abandon prior precedent
on tbis point , it would have said so. It did not. In fact, it is clear that
Congress or the courts may decide that some types of conduct are "
plainly anticompetitive that no elaborate study of the industry is
needed to establish their ilegality-they are illegal per se. 7 As the
court of appeals put it in Grand Union: In making some , but not all
01"4) the practices outlawed by the Robinson-Patman Act ilegal per
se Congress indicated that those selected for per se treatment always

1ed to the undesired effects on competition. "8 Consequently, it is per-
fectly appropriate for the Commission to dispense with proof of an-
ticompetitive effects when Congress determined that the closely
analogous practices under the Clayton Act are per se un1awfu1.

Does the majority believe that the competitive effects of the dis-
criminatory allowances at issue here are different from the effects of
the conduct prohibited as per seunlawful by Section Zed)? Apparently,
since the majority opinion does not identify a single reason why the

Ethyl Corp. 101 F.T.C. 425 (1983), rev 2d (2d Cir. 19!j4)
6101 F. C. at 597

Nahonul Society of Professional Engineers v. U.S. 435 Us. 679 , 692 (978)
300 F.2d at 99.
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effect might be different. Indeed , I suspect that the majority would
prefer not to find the practices prohibited by Section 2(d) unlawful
either, without an economic analysis of competitive effects. It is per-
fectly proper to hold that opinion and to try to counsel Congress to
change the law. But it is not acceptable to legalize conduct on the
ground that Congress is "protectionist" rather than concerned about
consumer welfare," and that the Commission s judgment about what

is best for the public interest can be substituted for a Congressional
policy.

Finally, one might reasonably ask-if the parties and the ALJ ap-
plied an improper legal standard , particularly when the standard
announced by the majority is an abandonment of prior precedent
shouldn t the case be remanded? The majority rejects (5) the alterna-
tive of remanding, in part because having entered into a stipulation
it seems unfair to now force respondent in this case to face yet another
trial on a different theory of this case. " (Majority Op. at 20 , fn. 4;

emphasis in original) The stipulation , entered into by GM and com-
plaint counsel provided: "Injury to competition is not a prerequisite
to finding a violation under complaint counsel's (Section 2(d) and
Section 5 theories) and "GM agrees. . . that complaint counsel's
Section 5 per se theory reflects an accepted principle of law under
prior decisions of the Commission. " The stipulation further stated:
neither the eflects on competition nor the lack of effects on competi-

tion ofthe GM acts and practices covered by the complaint are in issue
in this case " and evidence regarding the competitive effects. 

. . 

irrelevant and inadmissible. 9 Despite the stipulation , GM felt con-
tent to argue in its briefthat its practices are procompetitive.1 When
a party stipulates that a case should be tried on a particular, estab-
lished legal theory and avoids an adverse result because the reviewing
body adopts a different legal theory, I fail to see any possible unfair-
ness in a retrial based on the newly announced standard.

STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER PATRICIA P. BAILEY CONCURRING IN

PART AND DISSENTING IN PART

I agree with the majority that the Robinson-Patman count in this
complaint should be dismissed. However, I do so on the narrow ground
that the Robinson-Patman Act is a highly technical , specific statute
which is not subject in this instance to the creative reading urged by
complaint counsel. It is precisely because of the rigid nature of the
statute that, in the past, it has been necessary to call upon Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act to "fil the gaps See, e.

g.,

See Z-4 . (; of the Stipulation arlOl'ted as pflrt of the pretrial order of April 29 , 1982
10 See e.g, GM' sappeal brief; 6, 19 , 20 , 41-
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Grand Union Co. v. FT 300 F.2d 92 (2d Cir. 1962). However, granting
that the statute was not drafted with much interpretive latitude is not
to presume that Congress intended it to be construed narrowly be-
cause of Congressional concern that the Act was protectionist or anti-
consumer. That, I take it, is the majority s position (Slip op. at 10); my
reading of the legislative history is otherwise.

It is quite clear that the drafters of the Robinson-Patman Act per-
ceived no conflct between consumer welfare and the even-handed
treatment of business which the statute mandates. For example, in
introducing the bil to the House , sponsor Representative Patman
said: "This bil is designed to accomplish what so far the Clayton Act
had only weakly attempted, namely, to protect the independent mer-
chant the public whom he serves, and the manufacturer from whom
he buys, from exploitation by his (2) chain competitor. " (79 Congo Rec.
9078 (1935) (emphasis added)). The Report ofthe House Committee on
the Judiciary concludes in most emphatic terms:

There is nothing in (the recommended bil) to penalize, shackle or discourage effciency,
or to reward ineffciency.

It is not believed that the restoration of equality of opportunity in business wil increase
prices to consumers. Unfair trade practices and monopolistic methods which in the end
destroy competition, restrain trade, and create monopoly have never in all history
resulted in benefit to the public interest. On the contrary, for the most part, they have
been symbolic of lower wages, longer hours, lower prices paid producers , coercion of
independent manufacturers , domination of that field of industry, and in the end high
prices to the consumers and large profits to the owners. RR. No. 2287, Pt.l , 74th Cong.
2d Sess. 17 (1936).

I am aware that these Congressional assumptions about the Act'

consumer benefits have been severely criticized by economists, law-
yers, certain business groups and even government task forces. How-
ever, the statute has survived virtually unchanged for nearly half a
century now, so I must presume that the original intent is unaltered
when making my decision to enforce the law. I am certainly uncom-
fortable with discovering, at this late date , that Congress meant its
clearly expressed policy to be supplanted by whatever views of con-
sumer welfare are currently in vogue.

As to the Section 5 count of the Complaint, I would remand, not
dismiss. Whether the Commission uses the gap-filling powers (3) of
Section 5 in a per se or rule of reason mode is discretionary with the
Commission, turning upon both the facts of the case and the nature
of the touchstone law. In this matter , the Commission s complaint
may have intended to specify the rule of reason approach. In Para-
graph 9 of the complaint the Commission arguably imposed upon
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itself the burden of demonstrating that the challenged acts and prac-
tices had "the tendency and efIect of preventing and hindering compe-
tition." Complaint counsel exceeded their authority in stipulating
away this provision without informing the Commission. Such a sig-
nificant change in the focus of any case should be accomplished by
certification to the Commission for approval , under Commission Rule
of Practice 3. 15.

I would restore the Complaint to its original form (Section 5 count
only) and remand for trial on the issue of competitive effects.

FINAL ORDER

This matter has been heard by the Commission upon the appeals
of complaint counsel and respondent General Motors Corporation
from the Initial Decision and upon briefs and oral argument in sup-
port of, and in opposition to, the respective appeals. For the reasons
stated in the accompanying Opinion, the Commission has determined
to affrm the Initial Decision regarding dismissal of Count I of the
Complaint and to reverse, insofar as the Decision failed to dismiss the
remaining Count II , and found liability under that Count. According-
ly, the appeal of respondent General Motors Corporation is granted
and the appeal of Complaint Counsel is denied, and (2)

It is ordered That the complaint is dismissed in its entirety.
Commissioner Pertschuk dissented. Commissioner Bailey con-

curred in part and dissented in part.
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IN THE MATTER OF

PILKINGTON BROTHERS P.

CONSENT ORDER , ETC. , IN REGARD TO ALLEGED VIOLATION OJ-' SEC. 5 OF

THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT AND SEC. 7 OF THE CLAYTON ACT

Docket C-3136. Complaint

, .

June 1984-Decision June , 1984

This consent order requires a British corporation , among other things , to divest within
five years , its shares in Ford Glass Limited (FGL) to either Ford Motor Company
Or another Commission-approved buyer. Respondent must remove any director
alternate director or representative also serving on the board ofFGL or Vitro Plan

it.s Canadian and Mexican joint venture partners engaged in the manufacture
affloat glass. Although the order permits the firm to discuss the technical aspects
of float glass production with its partners , discussions concerning competitive
issues are prohibited. The company is further required to waive most of its rights
under the Pilkington-Ford Motor Co. Unanimous Shareholder Agreement; vote it."
Vitro Plan shares in favor of any proposal to increase the Mexican firm s produc-
tion of float glass; and refrain from invoking a provision of a 1965 agreement
barring Mexican investors from producing float glass independently of the joint
venture. Additionally, the company is prohibited from acquiring any concern en-
gaged in the production of float glass in North America without prior Commission
approval, for a period of ten years.

Appearances

For the Commission: Robert W Doyle, Jr.

For the respondent: Miles W Kirkpatrick, Morgan, Lewis Bocki-
Washington , D.

COMPLAINT

The Federal Trade Commission, having reason to believe that the
acquisition by Pilkington Brothers P. C. (PB) of 30 percent of the
outstanding voting securities of Libbey-Owens-Ford Company (LOF)
violates Section 7 of the Clayton Act, as amended , 15 C. , and
Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, 15 VB.

, and it appearing that a proceeding by the Commission in respect
thereof would be in the public interest, the Commission hereby issues
its complaint, pursuant to Section 11 ofthe Clayton Act, 15 C. 21
and Section 5(b) of the Federal Trade Commission Act , 15 VB. C. 45(b),
stating its charges as follows:
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I. DEFINTIQNS

1. For the purpose of this complaint the following definitions shall
apply:

(a) Respondent means PB, and its subsidiaries, divisions, affliates
successors and assigns;

(b) Flat glass is a generic term for all glass produced in fiat form and
later cut or shaped into various products; and

(c) Float glass in either clear or tinted form, is unprocessed flat
glass manufactured by floating molten glass over a bed of molten
material or materials.

II. PILKINGTON BROTHERS P.

2. PB is a corporation organized and existing under the laws of
England , with its principal place of business located at Prescot Road
St. Helens, Merseyside , England. PB is engaged in the manufacture
and sale of float glass, float glass products, and other glass products.

3. PB owns 49 percent ofFord Glass Limited, a Canadian float glass
manufacturer. Ford Motor Company owns the remaining 51 percent
of Ford Glass Limited.

4. PB owns 35 percent of Vitro Plan S. , a Mexican corporation
which owns Mexican operations engaged in the manufacture and sale
of float glass, float glass products , or other glass products.

III. LIBBEY-OWENS FORD COMPANY

5. LOF is a corporation organized and existing under the laws ofthe
State of Ohio with its principal place of business located at 811 Madi-
son Avenue, P.O. Box 799 , Toledo , Ohio. LOF is engaged in the manu-
facture and sale offioat glass, float glass products, fluid power system
components, and laminated and molded plastic products.

IV. JURISIDICTION

6. At all times relevant herein , PB has been engaged in and affected
commerce" as that term is defined in Section 1 of the Clayton Act

as amended, 15 D. C. 12, and Section 4 ofthe Federal Trade Commis-
sion Act, as amended, 15 D. C. 44.

V. THE ACQUISITION

7. Subject to an outstanding escrow agreement which expired on
April 30, 1983, on or about December 31 , 1982, PB acquired 30 percent

of the outstanding voting securities of LOF.
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VI. TRADE AND COMMERCE

8. The relevant market is the manufacture or sale of float glass in
North America (the United States, Mexico , and Canada).

9. Both PB and LOF are substantial competitors in the relevant
market.

ro. Concentration in the relevant market is high.
11. Barriers to entry in the relevant market are substantial.

VII. EFFECTS OF THE ACQUISITION

12. The effect of the acquisition may be to substantially lessen
competition in the United States in violation of Section 7 ofthe Clay-
ton Act, as amended , 15 U. C. 18, and Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended, 15 U. C. 45 , in the following ways
among others:

(a) Substantial actual and potential competition between PB and
LOF in the relevant market wil be eliminated;

(b) Substantial actual and potential competition between LOF and
other companies in the relevant market wil be eliminated;

(c) LOF wil be eliminated as a substantial independent technologi-
cal innovator and competitor; and

(d) The already high levels of concentration in the relevant market
wil be significantly increased.

VIII. VIOLATIONS CHARGED

13. The acquisition constitutes a violation of Section 7 of the Clay-
ton Act, as amended (15 U.s.C. 18), and Section 5 ofthe Federal Trade
Commission Act, as amended (15 U. C. 45).

DECISION AND ORDER

The Federal Trade Commission having initiated an investigation of
certain acts and practices of the respondent named in the caption
hereof, and the respondent having been furnished thereafter with a
copy of a draft of complaint which the Bureau of Competition
proposed to present to the Commission for its consideration and
which, if issued by the Commission , would charge respondent with
violation of the Federal Trade Commission and Clayton Acts; and

The respondent, its attorneys, and counsel for the Commission hav-
ing thereafter executed an agreement containing a consent order , an
admission by the respoDdent of all the jurisdictional facts set forth in
the aforesaid draft of complaint, a statement that the signing of said
agreement is for settlement purposes only and does not constitute an
admission by respondents that the law has been violated as alleged in
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such complaint, and waivers and other provisions as required by the
Commission s Rules; and

The Commission having thereafter considered the matter and hav-
ing determined that it had reason to believe that the respondent has
violated the said Acts , and that complaint should issue stating its
charges in that respect, and having thereupon accepted the executed
consent agreement and placed such agreement on the public record
for a period of sixty (60) days , and having duly considered the com-
ments fied thereafter by interested persons pursuant to Section 2.
of its Rules, now in further conformity with the procedure prescribed
in Section 2.34 of its Rules , the Commission hereby issues its com-
plaint, makes the following jurisdictional findings and enters the
following order:

1. Respondent PiJkington Brothers is a corporation organized , exist-
ing and doing business under and by virtue of the laws of England
with its offces and principal place of business located at Prescot Road
St. Helens, Merseyside , England.

2. The Federal Trade Commission has jurisdiction of the subject
matter of this proceeding and of the respondent, and the proceeding
is in the public interest.

ORDER

It is ordered That for the purposes of this order, the following
definitions shall apply:

1. Pilkington means Pilkinb'ton Brothers P. L.C. , a corporation orga-
nized , existing and doing business under the laws of England , with its
principal offces at Prescot Road, St. Helens , Merseyside , England, its
offcers, employees , agents, representatives, parents , divisions, sub-
sidiaries , successors, assigns , and the offcers, employees or agents of
Pilkington s parents, divisions, subsidiaries, successors , and assigns.

2. FGLmeans Ford Glass Limited , a corporation organized, existing
and doing business under the laws of Canada , with its principal offces
at 101 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario , Canada, its offcers
employees , agents, parents, divisions , subsidiaries , affliates , succes-
sors, assigns , and the offcers, employees or agents of FGL's parents
divisions , subsidiaries, affiliates , successors and assigns.

3. Vitro Plan means Vitro Plan S. , a corporation organized , exist-
ing and doing business under the laws of Mexico, with its principal
oilices in Monterrey, Nuevo Leon , Mexico , its off ers employees
agents, parents, divisions, subsidiaries, affliates, successors. assif!ns-
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and the offcers , employees or agents of Vitro Plan s parents , divi-
sions subsidiaries, affiliates, successors and assigns.

4. LOF means Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, a corporation orga-
nized, existing and doing business under the laws of Ohio , with its
principal offces at 81I Madison A venue, Toledo, Ohio , its offcers,
employees , agents , parents, divisions , subsidiaries , affiliates , succes-
sors, assigns , and the offcers , employees or agents of LOF's parents
divisions, subsidiaries, affiliates , successors and assigns.

5. Flat glass is a generic term for all glass produced in flat form and
later cut or shaped into various products.

6. Float glass in either clear or tinted form , is unprocessed flat glass
manufactured by floating molten glass over a bed of molten material
or materials.

7. The relevant geographic market is the United States, Canada and
Mexico.

II.

It is further ordered, That Pilkin!,rton, within five (5) years from the
date of service of this order, shall divest its shares in FGL to one or
more acquirers which shall be subject to the prior approval of the
Federal Trade Commission provided, however that the divestiture of
the shares to Ford Motor Company, or a subsidiary thereof, shall not
require the prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission.

III.

It is further ordered, That Pilkington , within thirty (30) days from
the date of service of this order, shall remove its directors, alternate
directors , or any other representatives from the Boards of Directors
of FGL and Vitro Plan and shall not thereafter have representatives
of any kind on the Boards of FGL or Vitro Plan without the prior
approval of the Federal Trade Commission.

IV.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall waive all rights under
the Unanimous Shareholders Agreement between Pilkington and
Ford Motor Company, dated July 29 , 1981 , except rights provided by
Paragraph 5 of said Agreement provided, however, (1) that such waiv-
er shall not affect the rights provided by said Unanimous Sharehold-
ers Agreement to any acquirer or acquirers of Pilkington s shares in
FGL , and (2) that if FGL seeks to make any major change, except as
may be required by applicable law , in the pension or retirement plans
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ofFGL, including the principal methods offunding those plans , Pilk-
ington may oppose any such change.

It is further ordered That ifthe Series "A" shares of Vitro Plan are
voted in favor of(1) any proposal to increase Vitro Plan s production
capacity, production operating rates , or sales of float glass in the
relevant geographic market , or (2) any proposal necessary to imple-
ment a proposed increase in Vitro Plan s production capacity, produc-
tion operating rates, or sales of float glass in the relevant geographic
market, then Pilkington shall vote its Series "B" shares in favor of
such proposals.

VI.

It is further ordered, That Pilkington , at all ordinary and extraordi-
nary general shareholders ' meetings of Vitro Plan and FGL , shall
exclude itself from all discussions or communications regarding any
issues of a competitive nature , including but not limited to, issues
relating to float glass capacity expansions or restrictions , production
operating rates , production costs or any other costs, pricing, sales
marketing, market projections or forecasts, and further that Pilking-
ton , including a proprietary examiner as defined in Article 42 of the
Estatutos Sociales of Vitro Plan , S. , dated March 2, 1981 , shall be
prohibited from discussing, communicating or expressing its opinion
in any way, with any other shareholders, directors, or offcials of Vitro
Plan or FGL regarding these issues at any other time, either prior to
or subsequent to the aforesaid meetings provided, however that noth-
ing in this paragraph shall prohibit discussions or communications
between Pilkington and Vitro Plan or FGL regarding technical sup-
port relating to Vitro Plan s or FGL's production of flat glass (includ-
ing float glass) or flat glass products provided further that nothing
in this paragraph shall prohibit discussions or communications be-
tween Pilkington and Ford Motor Company on matters not related to
FGL.

VII.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall, for a period often (10)
years after the effective date of this order:

1. Maintain complete fies and records of all correspondence and
other communications , whether in the United States or elsewhere
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between Pilkington and Vitro Plan and between Pilkington and FGL
other than in providing technical support to Vitro Plan s or FGL'
production of flat glass (including float glass) or flat glass products.

2. Maintain logs of all meetings and nonwritten communications
other than in providing technical support to Vitro Plan s or FGL's
production of flat glass (including float glass) or flat glass products
whether in the United States or elsewhere, between Pilkington and
Vitro Plan and between Pilkington and FGL, including in such logs
the names and corporate positions of all participants , the dates and
locations of the meetings or other communications and a summary or
description of the matters discussed in each such meeting or other
communications.

3. Retain and make available to the Federal Trade Commission on
request the complete fies, records and logs required by subpara-
graphs I and 2.

4. Submit annually to the Federal Trade Commission a detailed
sworn statement setting forth the manner and form in which Pilking-
ton has complied with Paragraphs VI and VII of this order.

Prvided, however That nothing in this Paragraph VII shall re-
quire Pilkington to maintain fies, records or logs of any communica-
tions with Ford Motor Company on matters not related to FGL or to
report the same to the Federal Trade Commission.

VIII.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall not vote its shares in
Vitro Plan to amend or in any way alter the Estatutos Sociales of
Vitro Plan , S. , dated March 2, 1981 , without the prior approval of
the Federal Trade Commission.

IX.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall not invoke the provi-
sions of Article VIII of the Agreement between Pilkington and
Fomento de Industria y Comercio S. , dated March 29, 1965 , so as to
prevent Vitro S.A. from engaging in the manufacture of float glass in
Mexico through companies other than Vitro Plan.

It is further ordered, That for a period commencing on the date of
service ofthis order and continuing for ten (10) years from and after
the date of service of this order, Pilkington shall cease and desist from
acquiring, without prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission
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directly or indirectly, through subsidiaries or otherwise, any interest
, or the whole or any part of the stock , or share capital of any

company engaged in the production of float glass in the relevant
geographic market, or assets used in the production of float glass of
any company which is now or has previously been engaged in the
production of float glass in the relevant geographic market provided
however that such prior approval of the Federal Trade Commission
is not required for (I) further acquisition of stock ofLOF, or (2) further
acquisition ofthe capital stock of Vitro Plan provided, however such
further acquisition does not increase Pilkington s holdings in Vitro
Plan above 35%.

XI.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall , within sixty (60) days
from the date of service of this order, and annually thereafter until
the tenth anniversary thereof, submit in writing to the Federal Trade
Commission a report setting forth in detail the manner and form in
which it intends to comply, is complying and has complied with the
terms of this order , and such additional information relating thereto
as may from time to time reasonably be required.

XII.

It is further ordered, That Pilkington shall , within sixty (60) days
from the date of service of this order , and everyone hundred and
twenty (120) days thereafter until it has fully complied with Para-
graph II ofthis order, submit in writing to the Federal Trade Commis-
sion a report setting forth in detail the manner and form in which it
intends to comply, is complying and has complied with the terms of
Paragraph II of this order and such additional information relating
thereto as may from time to time reasonably be required.

XII

It is further ordered, That Pilkinl,.-on shall notify the Federal Trade
Commission at least thirty (30) days prior to any proposed change in
itself, such as dissolution , assignment or sale resulting in the emer-
gence of a successor corporation, the creation or dissolution of sub sid i-
aries, or any other change in the corporation , which may affect
compliance obligations arising out of this order.
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XIV.

It is further ordered That Pilkington shall use its best efforts to
obtain promptly any approval by the Canadian government, or any
subdivision thereof, that is necessary to its compliance with this or-
der.



Due to insufficient information supplied by respondent SCM
Corporation, Commission was unabIe to determine wheth-
er proposed interlocking directorate would violate provi-
sions of FinaI Order entered against SCM. (92 F. C. 416
(1978)) (Kraftco Corporation, et aI., Dkt. 9035 

June 18 , 1984

Dear Mr. Wills:
This is in response to your request for advice as to whether Dr.

Richard R. West may serve simultaneously on the boards of directors
ofSCM Corporation ("SCM") and Bohemia, Inc. ("Bohemia ) without
violating the prohibition against interlocking directorates contained
in the Commission s order in Docket No. 9035 ("the order ) (92 F.
416 (1978)). This request was made on behalf of SCM , which became
subject to the Commission s order on October 6 , 1980 (14 C.D. 23 (612

2d 707 (1980), cert. denied 449 U.S. 821 (1980)).
According to your request, Dr. West is presently a member of the

SCM board and would like to rejoin the Bohemia board , provided that
his simultaneous service on the two boards would not violate the
order. Your request involves a product overlap that occurs between
SCM' s subsidiary, Allied Paper, Incorporated ("Allied") and Bohemia;
however, there is no direct product overlap between the two parent
companies, SCM and Bohemia. You advise that Dr. West is not 
director of Allied and that he is not involved with Alled' s operating
policies.

Your request states that Allied owns and operates a lumber mil in
Jackson, Alabama which sells lumber products, primarily to custom-
ers in the Southeast, under the " W. Smith Lumber Company
("M.W. Smith") trade name. For the fiscal year ended June 30 , 1982
the total sales of Alled and its subsidiaries were $288 milion includ-
ing $6.9 milion total sales of all forms of lumber. You state that
Bohemia and M.W. Smith both sell lumber products in 18 states. The
total annual sales of lumber products in the 18 states is $5.2 million
for Bohemia and $4.1 milion for M.W. Smith. Bohemia and M.
Smith each have sales of $100 000 or more of lumber products only
in two states , Louisiana and Oregon and neither company is aware of
any instance in which they have sold products to the same customers.
The total sales of Bohemia and M.W. Smith combined account for less
than 1 % of all sales included under SIC Code No. 2421 - Sawmils &
Planing Mils , General. You state that the only information which the
SCM board sees with respect to M.W. Smith "would be a sales and a
profit line in the annual budget and in long range plans.

We believe that the order in Docket No. 9035 would be applicable
by its terms to this interlock. Paragraph I of the order prohibits SCM
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from having a common director with any corporation which competes
with SCM in the production or sale of any product or service. The
order does not contain any de minimis exception.

Nor can we say that any of the other possible grounds for exception
are applicable here. The Commission has considered whether the
Docket No. 9035 order is applicable to situations where the prospec-
tive interlock is between parent companies but the competition occurs
between one parent and the subsidiary of the other parent. As stated
above , the order prohibits SCM from having a director interlock with
Kraft or with any other corporation (other than a subsidiary, parent
or sister of SCM) which competes with SCM in the production or sale
of any product or service. The order thus contains a specific exemp-
tion for interlocks arising solely between SCM and its subsidiaries
and it does not provide any exemption for the activities of subsidiaries
in other contexts. The Commission concludes that no such exemption
was intended and that the language of the order is broad enough to
encompass the prospective interlock described in your request.

The Commission has likewise considered whether it is appropriate
to impute Alled' s activities to SCM for the purpose of determining
order coverage. In this connection , the Commission s opinion in Borg-
Warner Corporation Docket No. 9120 (Slip Opinion , June 3 , 1983) (101

C. 863 at 919), discussed the question of when it was appropriate
to impute a subsidiary s activities to a parent corporation for Section
8 purposes. The Commission stated that the relevant inquiry under
Section 8

is whether the parent company should be regarded as a competitor" ufthe subsidiary
competitors, and whether an interlocked director is so placed as to be able to exercise
control or even to substantially influence decisionmaking at the director level so a.'i to

dampen competitive relationships between divided corporate interests. The common
law "control" inquiry is relevant insofar as it is an indication of the likelihood of
collusion and anticompetitive transfer of information among competitors.

The staff invited you to supply detailed information on the control
and other factors deemed relevant by the Commission in Borg- Warner
as they relate to the relationship between SCM and M.W. Smith, but
you did not do so , with the exception of stating that SCM knows "
no communication whatsoever between M.W. Smith (or Allied) and
Bohemia." Accordingly, based on the limited information that you
have supplied, the Commission is unable to determine that it would
be inappropriate in this instance to impute Alled' s activities to SCM
for the purpose of determining order coverage.

In the light ofthe fact that the information supplied in your request
is insuffcient to resolve the question of whether Alled' s activities
should be imputed to SCM, the Commission is unable to determine



whether the simultaneous service of Dr. West on the boards of SCM
and Bohemia would violate Paragraph I of the order.

By direction of the Commission.

Letter of Request

February 15 , 1983

Dear Mr. Feinberg:
This is a request made on behalf of respondent , SCM Corporation
SCM"), for your determination that the simultaneous service of Dr.

Richard R. West on the boards of directors of SCM and Bohemia, Inc.
Bohemia ) would not violate the Order in the above matter.
Dr. West became a member of the Board of Directors of SCM in

December, 1982. He had previously been a member of the Board of
Directors of Bohemia, but he resigned from that position pending
resolution of the question which we are raising in this letter. If you
determine that Dr. West's simultaneous service on the boards ofSCM
and Bohemia would not violate the Order, Dr. West intends to rejoin
the Bohemia board.

Dr. West is the Dean of the Amos Tuck School of Business Adminis-
tration , Dartmouth College. He is a director of The Dorsey Corpora-
tion (a manufacturer of cargo trailers and plastic containers), Liberty
Communications Inc. (a cable TV and TV broadcasting company),
V omado, Inc. (a real estate holding company), and several investment
companies.

Bohemia has its principal offce in Eugene, Oregon and is engaged
in the manufacture and sale ofa variety of forest products, including
lumber, plywood , veneer, particleboard and laminated beams, in ma-
rine construction and in the production of rock, gravel and aggre-
gates. For the fiscal year ended April 30, 1982 , Bohemia had total
sales of $155 milion; of those sales $65 million were sales oflumber.

SCM has its principal offce in New York , New York and had total
sales for the fiscal year ended June 30 , 1982 of $1.9 bilion. As you
know , the company s major businesses are chemicals , coatings and
resins, paper products , foods, and typewriters and appliances.

SCM owns Allied Paper, Incorporated, a Delaware corporation ("Al-
lied"), with its principal offce in Kalamazoo, Michigan. Alled' s oper-
ations include a paper mil located in Jackson, Alabama. In
conjunction with its paper mil , Alled owns and operates a lumber
mill , also located in Jackson , Alabama; the lumber mil sells lumber
products, mainly to customers in the Southeast, under the "
Smith Lumber Company" trade name ("M.W. Smith"). For the fiscal
year ended June 30 1982 , the total sales of Allied and its subsidiaries
were $288 million, including $6.9 milion total sales of all forms of
I umber.
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The lumber products of Bohemia and M.W. Smith are all included
under SIC Code No. 2421 - Sawmils & Planing Mils , General. This
product line is dominated by such industry giants as Weyerhaeuser
Co. Inc., Louisiana-Pacific Corp. , Georgia-Pacific Corp., St. Regis
Paper Co. Inc. , Boise Cascade Corp. and many others. Bohemia s mar-
ket share of this category is approximately one-half of 1 % and M.
Smith' s share is infinitesimal.

There are 18 states in which Bohemia and M.W. Smith both sell at
least some quantity of lumber products. (See attached list.) The total
annual sales oflumber products sold in those 18 states is $4.1 milion
for M.W. Smith and approximately $5.2 milion for Bohemia (annual-
izing the six-months sales of the California mils-see footnote to
attached list). You wil note that the list shows only two states (Louisi-
ana and Oregon) in which Bohemia and M.W. Smith each have sales
of $100 000 or more of lumber products.

Of M.W. Smith's lumber sales, approximately 46% are to "offce
wholesalers" (non-stocking); 25% are to "yard wholesalers" (stock-
ing); and the balance are direct sales to retailers or manufacturers.
Of Bohemia s lumber sales, less than 15% are to offce wholesalers;
and most of Bohemia s sales are to yard wholesalers, contractors and
retailers.

W. Smith and Bohemia have each checked with their sales per-
sonnel, and none knew of any direct competition between the two
companies, that is, instances in which both companies were compet-
ing for the business ofthe same customer. It is , of course , possible that
unknown to the present sales personnel of the two companies, they
have sold some product or products to the same customers. Even here
there is not likely to be any substantial competition in view of the fact
that the sales were quite small in each state and the principal chan-
nels of distribution employed by the two companies differ.

Dr. West does not serve on the board ofthe SCM subsidiary, Allied.
Nor in his capacity as a director of SCM would he be involved with
the operating policies of Alled or M.W. Smith.

Although both Bohemia and M.W. Smith market some of the same
products, they market in only 18 states in common, the sales volume
is minimal in each state and one markets principally to offce whole-
salers while only 15% of the other s sales are to such customers.

Further, the sawmils and planing mills category is so large that even
the combined share of Bohemia and M.W. Smith is miniscule.

In these circumstances , we do not believe that either the Act or the
Order were intended to bar Dr. West's service on the boards ofSCM
and Bohemia.

We respectfully request that you indicate that you have no objec-
tion to service by Dr. West on the board of directors of Bohemia.



Thank you for your early consideration of this request.

Sincerely,

Isl Wiliam E. Willis

Sales of Board (" ), Standard
Dimension (" ). Industrial (" ), Saps ("

Flooring (" ). Sidings ("Si" ), Prime ("P"
Wolmanized Lumber (" ) Products by

Bohemia , Inc., (FY ended 4/30/82)*
and M.W. Smith Lumber Co. (FY ended 6/30/82)

Bohemia MW. Smith

State $000' Prod. $000' Prod.

340

100

170

B,F,

290

470 100

110

190

160

100

140

120 180

430

950

. Sales for Bohemia in these st.ates afe hased on annufJ! sales fOT Oregon miJ1s (represent.ing 80% of alJ sales)
and six-months sales for California miJb
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Second Letter of Request

August 26 , 1983

Dear Mr. Feinberg:
In connection with our pending request on behalf of SCM Corpora-

tion C'SCM") for your determination that the service of Dr. Richard
R. West on the Boards of Directors of SCM and Bohemia, Inc. is not
in violation of the Order entered in the above Docket, I would like to
call your particular attention to the recent decision of the Commis-
sion In the Matter of Borg- Warner Corporation, et aI. Docket No. 9120.
(101 F. C. 863 (1983))

The Borg- Warner decision confirms, I believe, that in view of all of
the circumstances the service of Dr. West on the Boards of the two
companies would neither violate the law nor the outstanding Order.

The Commission clearly articulated in Borg- Warner: A parent cor-
poration is not a competitor of another corporation merely because its
subsidiary is. (citing cases)" (at p. 16), and further declared: "The
relevant inquiry under Section 8 is . . . whether an interlocked direc-
tor is so placed as to be able to exercise control or even to substantially
influence decision making at the director level so as to dampen com-
petitive relationships between divided corporate interests" (at p. 18).

The Board of Directors of SCM is not involved in and does not
participate in the operation and policies ofthe M.W. Smith Lumber
Company, an operating group which is a part of SCM's subsidiary,
Allied Paper, Incorporated. As we have previously disclosed to you

W. Smith' s sales are a small fraction of 1 % of SCM's total sales.
W. Smith's sales are in a sense generated as a by-product of Allied'

principal business, the manufacture of pulp and paper products; thus
the M.W. Smith Lumber Company is located near Allied's Jackson
Alabama pulp and paper mill and was acquired by SCM, in 1981

mainly as an adjunct to the pulp mil because it provided a local
source of wood chips , timber and timber cutting rights.

The monthly and annual financial operating reports which are
presented to the SCM Board of Directors include data as to each of
SCM' s divisions with some breakouts for operating groups; but there
are no such breakouts for the small M.W. Smith operations. The only
such information which the Board sees with respect to M.W. Smith
would be a sales and a profits line in the annual budget and in long
range plans.

In the case ofSCM and M.W. Smith we have a relationship which
is even more remote than the Commission faced in Borg Warnerinas-
much as the SCM subsidiary, Allied, is essentially a pulp and paper
producer and only this small group in Jackson , Alabama, represent-
ing about 2% of Allied's sales , is engaged in activities which could be
competitive with Portland , Oregon-based Bohemia, Inc.



In fact , of course, as indicated in our prior submission, neither the
Bohemia management nor the M.W. Smith management consider the
other company to be a competitor, and neither management knew of
any specific instances in which any of their products were sold in
competition with the products of the other company.

Unlike the situation in Borg- Warner we know of no communica-
tions whatsoever between M.W. Smith (or Allied) and Bohemia.

The Commission in Borg- Warner placed great emphasis upon the
purposes of Section 8 , noting that interlocking directorates were seen
by Congress as " likely to facilitate collusion" (p. 25) "and anti-com-
petitive transfer of information among competitors" (at p. 18). It is the
possibility of such "collusion , the Commission declared, that renders
the Hcontrol" inquiry relevant.

The absence of SCM Board involvement in the M.W. Smith activi-
ties , the fact that M. W. Smith itself is merely part of a larger subsidi-
ary of SCM and the fact that M.W. Smith's sales are tiny in
comparison both to the total sales ofSCM and of its subsidiary Alled
render non-existent the risk of collusion which underlies the purpose
of Section 8 ofthe Clayton Act and the Order which has been rendered
in this proceeding. Furthermore , when one realizes that the total
share of the lumber market enjoyed by Bohemia and M.W. Smith
together does not reach 1 %, and that in fact the companies are not
even aware of any competition between them , any fear of collusion is
beyond belief.

We renew our pending request that you indicate no objection to the
service of Dr. West on the Board of Directors of Bohemia, Inc.

Sincerely,

/s/ William E. Willis
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